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CHAPTER I
THE GREAT LAKES FISHERIES LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Background
Problem.-- Public sentiment is that disconnect exists among those that manage
Great Lakes fisheries and those that utilize it. Members of the public feel they have little
impact on management decisions, and lack the ability to make a difference. Stakeholders
are uncertain as to who the appropriate people (e.g., researchers, managers, politicians)
are to approach regarding resolution of Great Lakes fisheries issues. In an effort to
resolve these problems, Sea Grant launched a new program called the Great Lakes
Fisheries Leadership Institute (GLFLI).
Purpose.-- The GLFLI was designed to provide emerging fishery leaders with the
knowledge and skills to effectively interact with Great Lakes fishery management
organizations for the benefit of the fishery and its stakeholders. Moreover, the GLFLI
may lead to the realization by participants that although their respective organizations
may have differences on specific issues, all are interested in the well-being of Great
Lakes fisheries. Graduating GLFLI participants will be awarded certificates and sought
after as advisors on a multitude of fisheries issues. The GLFLI will operate on a state,
lake, and regional level.
Participants.-- The GLFLI targets new leaders of fisheries-related organizations,
those likely to become leaders of their organization within the next few years, and those
likely to be serving as advisors to Great Lakes fishery-related institutions (e.g., lake
committees). Participants in all levels of the GLFLI will represent a variety of
organization types (e.g., non-profit governmental organizations, commercial fishermen,
charter captains, sportfishing associations, tribes, outdoor writers), and will be nominated
by steering committees composed of individuals that represent partner agencies (e.g.,
Illinois Natural History Survey, Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant, Great Lakes Fishery
Commission) and those in current Great Lakes fishery-leadership positions (e.g.,
members of Great Lakes Fishery Commission lake committees).
Operation.-- Initially, participants will represent their respective organizations at
state meetings of the GLFLI. State meetings of the GLFLI will focus on issues at the
forefront in the respective state. As many individuals as possible will have the
opportunity to attend subsequent lake and regional meetings. These meetings will focus
on larger scale issues such as how fisheries-management efforts impact a particular lake
or the Great Lakes basin as a whole. Core curriculum for all levels will include
information on: aquatic science, aquatic nuisance species, fishery habitat, contaminants,
fisheries management, funding and politics, public participation, and leadership.
Deliverables.-- Each state within the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network is
responsible for developing curriculum on one of the eight facets of Great Lakes fisheries
mentioned in the previous section. The curriculum will be compiled by Sea Grant for use
in future lake-wide and regional meetings. Illinois-Indiana was assigned the task of
developing the GLFLI core curriculum for the Fisheries Habitat Module which is
intended to be a compilation and summary of much of the available information on Great
Lakes fisheries habitat. In addition, multimedia presentations will be built that highlight
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many of the key subject areas in the paper modules, as well as many of the specific issues
surrounding Great Lakes fisheries habitat. Each state (e.g., Illinois-Indiana) is
responsible for organizing and conducting a state-level meeting (e.g., Illinois-Indiana
Meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute). Likewise, lake committees
(e.g., Lake Michigan Committee) composed of Sea Grant and state (e.g., Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Michigan) natural resource agency staff will plan and execute an agenda for
lake-wide meetings of the GLFLI (e.g., Lake Michigan Meeting of the Great Lakes
Fisheries Leadership Institute).
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CHAPTER II
OUTREACH EFFORTS
Products
Recruiting Participants.-- Contact lists for Great Lakes fishery constituents were
obtained via GLFLI cooperating agencies such as the Illinois and Indiana Departments of
Natural Resources (IL-DNR; IN-DNR). These lists included stakeholders whom
represented fisheries-related and non-governmental organizations; the charter,
commercial, and recreational fishery (at large); and the outdoor press (Appendix A).
Packets containing materials relating to the GLFLI program were sent to constituents.
These materials included a cover letter, GLFLI brochure, and indication-of interest forms
(Appendix B). Stakeholders were encouraged to read through the materials, share the
information with other interested organizations, and complete and return indication-of-
interest forms if willing to become involved in the GLFLI. Packets were followed up
with a phone call (i.e., if a contact number was available) a few weeks later to make sure
that mailings were received, to answer questions, and to provide further instructions to
those who requested them.
Promoting the GLFLL.-- Digital pictures of native and exotic Great Lakes fishes,
undisturbed aquatic and terrestrial habitat, and degraded habitat resulting from human
impacts were gathered from the internet as well as from state and national natural
resource agency archives. The pictures were used to build a poster entitled Great Lakes
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Fisheries Outreach (Appendix C). This poster was presented at the Chicagoland Fishing,
Hunting, Travel, and Outdoors Show held in Rosemont, Illinois, January 15-19, 2003.
The GLFLI was highlighted on the poster, which was intentionally designed with very
little text. Due to its pictorial nature, patrons often raised questions in regards to what
they were viewing. This resulted in many beneficial discussions regarding Great Lakes
fisheries issues as well as provided an opportunity to promote the GLFLI. Those patrons
who expressed interest in participating in the GLFLI were asked to complete an
indication-of-interest form, read over the GLFLI brochure, and encouraged to share
information with other individuals both within and outside their respective organizations.
The poster Great Lakes Fisheries Outreach has been distributed throughout many of the
states in the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network for presentation at various meetings, and to
aid in the recruitment of potential GLFLI participants.
Fisheries Habitat Module Development.-- Searches of the internet and scientific
literature were begun in February 2003, and executed for the purpose of compiling much
of the available information on Great Lakes fisheries habitat. If possible, relevant
information was printed and stored in three-ring binders; otherwise, the information was
saved to a common hard drive for future reference. After information was reviewed, it
was organized according to subject area, and then major points of interest were
summarized in outline form. Eight outlines encompassing the following subject areas
were created: habitat types, utilization, and degradation; impacts of pollution, exotics,
climate change, water level fluctuations, and stocking on habitat. Cover pages displaying
picture examples of each of the subject areas were developed. A first draft of the
Fisheries Habitat Module was completed on May 9, 2003 (Appendix D). The module
was sent for review to experts located at DuPage Community College, the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources - Charlevoix Fisheries Research Station, and the Great
Lakes Fisheries Commission. Reviewers provided many helpful comments which are
currently be incorporated into the module. It is expected that a second draft of the
module will be produced in the near future which will address reviewer concerns as well
as incorporate picture examples of major areas of focus within the module.
Presentation to Professionals at the State Level.-- The Great Lakes Fisheries
Outreach poster was presented at the 41st Annual Meeting of the Illinois Chapter of the
American Fisheries Society (AFS) in Rend Lake, Illinois which was held March 4-6,
2003 (Appendix C). Fisheries professionals representing a statewide contingent gathered
together to share information pertaining to fisheries research and management.
Presentation of the poster was geared towards informing scientists of Great Lakes
fisheries outreach efforts in Illinois, and of the GLFLI's role in developing effective
leadership throughout the Great Lakes basin. Those individuals who requested additional
information were provided with a GLFLI brochure, and encouraged to share information
with public patrons if applicable. The outreach poster was well received, and all agreed
Great Lakes fisheries outreach efforts such as the implementation of the GLFLI were
necessary to promote effective fishery leadership within public organizations.
Illinois-Indiana GLFLI Planning Meeting.-- A meeting was held with Illinois and
Indiana Great Lakes fisheries biologists (Appendix E) on May 12, 2003 to plan the
Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the GLFLI. The initial portion of the meeting was used to
inform planning committee members of ongoing Great Lakes fisheries outreach efforts.
The remaining time was spent reviewing and commenting on the Illinois-Indiana GLFLI
Meeting draft agenda (Appendix E). This agenda had been developed prior to the
planning meeting to provide insight to planning committee members as to issues or topics
that might be of interest to GLFLI meeting participants. The planning committee
discussed whether the topics proposed on the draft agenda were appropriate, if new topics
should be added, and the order in which topics should be presented. A major outcome of
the planning meeting was the agreement of the committee to use the afternoon portion of
the Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the GLFLI for discussion of how new leadership might be
developed within stakeholder groups. Moreover, the committee felt this discussion
should be facilitated by a Great Lakes fishery professional to avoid the potential of
deviating from the primary discussion topic. The proposed agenda was revised, and a
final agenda was approved prior to the adjournment of the planning meeting (Appendix
E).
Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the GLFLI.-- Illinois and Indiana held a joint, day-
long meeting of the GLFLI on July 11, 2003 at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore in
Porter, Indiana. There were 29 attendees, composed of 21 participants representing
sportfishing associations (e.g., Perch America, Inc.), commercial fishing (e.g., Atkinson's
Fisheries), charter captains (e.g., Pair a Dice Charters, Inc.), and outdoor writers (e.g.,
Chicago Sun Times; Appendix F). The majority of the participants were current leaders
of their respective organizations. Eight instructors representing state or national agencies
(e.g., Illinois Natural History Survey, Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant, Illinois Department of
Natural Resources, Great Lakes Fishery Commission; Appendix F) presented information
and led facilitated discussions throughout the day. All participants were provided with a
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three-ring binder containing information on Great Lakes issues as well as a lapel pin
which depicted the GLFLI logo (Appendix F).
One of the major concerns expressed by leaders of fisheries-related organizations
during recruitment of potential GLFLI participants was that few individuals, who
compose current membership, fit the GLFLI criteria of young and upcoming leaders.
Organizations recognize that Great Lakes fishery leadership in Illinois-Indiana is
"graying". Thus, they are concerned that the importance of fishery issues will fade in the
mix of other socioeconomic issues unless the next generation of leaders is identified,
supported, and encouraged to become effective participants in influencing Great Lakes
fisheries research and management efforts.
Participants listened to a variety of presentations including: goals and objectives
of the GLFLI program; history of the Great Lakes community; current fisheries
management framework (e.g., lake and technical committees); fisheries management
tools (e.g., stocking, regulations); the role of the outdoor press in Great Lakes fisheries;
recreational, charter, and commercial fishery perspectives on issues; and research and
management efforts.
Attendees participated in a facilitated discussion that was aimed at aiding
organizations in identifying what difficulties exist in recruiting the next generation of
leaders, and how to move towards resolving these difficulties. Meeting participants
listened to a short presentation regarding what topics were relevant to the discussion and
those that were not (Appendix F). Participants then proceeded to develop a series of
challenges and solutions (Appendix F) that should provide framework for moving
towards their goal of recruiting new leadership. Examples of the challenges and solutions
developed during the facilitated discussion are listed below.
Challenge 1: What qualities should a member of the next generation of leaders
possess? Identify desired qualities.
Solution 1: Passion for fish and/or fishing, interest in the fisheries resources, time
to participate
Challenge 2: Where should organizations look for new leaders? Identify where to
search.
Solution 2: Broaden search image to beyond traditional fishing memberships or
organizations. For example, consider high school students, college
students, and boy scouts.
All participants were presented with a certificate (Appendix F) at the adjournment of the
Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the GLFLI which recognized their efforts in both developing
new leadership and moving forward in resolving a multitude of Great Lakes fisheries
issues. A few days later, participants were sent a one-page evaluation form (Appendix F)
on which to make comments regarding the GLFLI meeting as well as suggestions for
improvements or future agenda items.
Development of a Multimedia Presentation.-- The multimedia presentation,
Great Lakes Fisheries Habitat (Appendix G) was developed by summarizing information
included in the Fisheries Habitat Module, and was completed in late July 2003. This
presentation highlights important areas of focus in the module, and provides pictorial
examples of habitat types, utilization, degradation, pollution, exotics, climate change,
water-level fluctuations, and stocking. The presentation is composed of 68 slides, and is
available in Microsoft PowerPoint© format (i.e., XP or 2000). Great Lakes Fisheries
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Habitat was distributed amongst all states within the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network for
use at their respective GLFLI state and lake meetings.
Presentation to Professionals at the National Level.-- A poster entitled Great
Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute was developed and presented at the 13 3 rd Annual
Meeting of the American Fisheries Society in Quebec City, Quebec, Canada (Appendix
H). The poster highlights the goals and objectives of the GLFLI, as well as provides
information on the Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the GLFLI. The multimedia presentation
Great Lakes Fisheries Habitat was used as accompaniment to the poster, and was
available for AFS meeting attendees to peruse at their leisure. The poster and multimedia
presentation was attended by staff on two separate occasions to give meeting attendees
the opportunity to ask questions pertaining to the GLFLI. The poster was well received,
and all visitors believed the program to be a worthwhile investment.
Lake Michigan Meeting of the GLFLI.-- The Lake Michigan Meeting of the
GLFLI was held at the University of Wisconsin (UW)-Manitowoc, Manitowoc,
Wisconsin on October 3-4, 2003. Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS)/Illinois-Indiana
Sea Grant (IISG) staff contributed to the development and execution of the meeting.
Specifically, staff chaired the Lake Michigan Committee that was responsible for
developing the meeting agenda (Appendix I) and making arrangements for participant
travel, food, and lodging. A participant-instructor social was held in the cafeteria at UW-
Manitowoc on the evening of October 3, 2003. On Saturday, October 4, meeting
participants listened to presentations by professionals regarding Lake Michigan fishery
resources, community objectives, fisheries management, fisheries habitat, aquatic
nuisance species, and yellow perch research. Participants consisted of individuals who
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represented the recreational, charter, and commercial fishery in Lake Michigan border
states (i.e., Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan; Appendix I). Fisheries professionals
represented agencies such as the Illinois Natural History Survey, Illinois-Indiana Sea
Grant, Wisconsin Sea Grant, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Michigan Sea
Grant, and Michigan State University (Appendix I). The multimedia presentation Great
Lakes Fisheries Habitat, which was developed by INHS/IISG staff, was used as a visual
aid for the presentation on Great Lakes fisheries habitat. The posters Great Lakes
Fisheries Outreach and Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute were available for
participants to peruse at their leisure. A facilitated discussion was conducted in the latter
part of the afternoon that focused on enlivening stakeholder participation in Great Lakes
fisheries management and research as well as on issue resolution. Biologists provided
insight as to how Great Lakes fisheries are managed, and stakeholders made suggestions
regarding how public participation in fisheries management processes might be improved
or maximized (Appendix I). Informal discussions of Great Lakes fisheries issues were
held over dinner that evening for "holdover" participants (i.e., those that chose to remain
after the meeting was adjourned).
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CHAPTER III
FUTURE PLANS
The GLFLI and Fisheries Outreach
Next Steps.-- The Illinois Natural History Survey, together with Illinois-Indiana
Sea Grant, will work closely with fisheries-related organizations to develop action items
that will aid these organizations in implementing many of the solutions they proposed for
challenges at the Illinois-Indiana State Meeting of the GLFLI. It is our expectation that
the average age of participants will gradually decrease as new fishery leadership is
identified and encouraged to become an active part of the Great Lakes fisheries decision
making process. Discussion of several issues raised at the state meeting will be
continued, as well as new discussions initiated that will focus on how the actions by state
organizations can impact fisheries throughout the Great Lakes basin. Also, Illinois-
Indiana fisheries staff has contemplated the possibility of gathering GLFLI participants at
the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal electric barrier to provide information regarding
how the barrier operates as well as its purpose. The next round of GLFLI meetings will
begin in 2004. Suggestions were made to hold the GLFLI Lake meetings in conjunction
with GLFC Lake Committee Meetings so that participants can directly interact with the
Great Lakes Fisheries researchers and managers that are responsible for developing Lake
Michigan fish community objectives. Also, regional GLFLI meetings are a distinct
possibility with potential increases in stakeholder participation as the GLFLI program
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develops to its fullest potential. These meetings will involve stakeholders throughout the
entire Great Lakes basin.
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FISHERIES CONSTITUENT LIST
February 4, 2002
American Catters
Dick Johnson
P.O. Box 161
Brighton, II 62012
Home Ph: 618/372-4108
e-mail: amercatter@piasanet.com
Calumet Harbor Sport Fishermen
Jeff Sadula, President
221 Orchard
Beecher, IL 60401
Home Ph: 708/946-9638
F Chicagoland Bank Anglers
Ralph Grasso
555 West Madison, Suite 4211
Chicago, 11 60661
Work: (312)902-2535
Home Ph: (312)634-2691
Executive Charters, Ltd.
Ed Tausk
1619 Herbert Street
Downers Grove, II 60515
Work & Home Ph: 630/968-8171
Fox Waterway Agency
Ingrid Enriquez, Executive Director
45 South Pistakee Lake Road
Fox Lake, III 60020
Work Ph: 847/587-8540
FAX: 847/587-9742
William Dan, Chairman
64 East Grand
Fox Lake, III 60020
Ph: 847/587-8540
Better Fishing Association of Northern Illinois
Tom Wall, President
1212 Peoria Street
Peru, II 61354
Home PH: 815/223-3671
t/ Chicago Sportfishing Association
Chuck Schumacher, President
15538 Mimosa
Orland Park, IL 60462
Work Ph: 708/532-1800 X1 840
Home Ph: 708/532-7506
FAX 312/538-1631
CSA Office: 312/922-1100
y/
Lt Evanston Boat Ramp Association
Dick Peach, President
P.O. Box 696
Evanston, IL 60204
Work Ph: 847/864-8990
Home Ph: 847/328-0816
FAX: 847/864-3220
Fish Tales Fishing Club
Harry Turner
6012 West 124th Street
Palos Heights, IL 60463
Home PH: 708/388-6637
Great Rivers Council of Fly Fishermen
Art Pratt
139 South Fox Run Lane
P.O. Box 20
Byron, IL 61010-0020
Home PH: 815/234-2453
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Great Lakes Sport Fishing Council
Daniel Thomas, President
P.O. Box 297
Elmhurst, II 60126
Work Ph: 630/941-1351
FAX: 630/941-1196
e-mail: dan@great-lakes.org
V/V/
fr 51-
Illinois Association of Park Districts
Ted Flickinger
211 East Monroe
Springfield, II 62701
Work Ph: (217)523-4554
Home Ph: (217)546-4050
FAX: (217)523-4273
Ilinois Charter Captains Assn of Lake Michigan
Al Packard, President
11992 Louisa Road V/ *
Lena, 11 61048
Home Ph: 815/369-4559
Illini Muskie Alliance
Ray Thompson
10025 Minnick
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
Work Ph:
Home Ph:
Illinois B.A.S.S. Federation
John Gross, President
2425 Huntington Road
Springfield, IL 62703
Work Ph: 217/546-9004
Home Ph: 217/529-8341
Pager: 217/788-1141
Nate Brooms
Conservation Resource Director
8955 Van Emmon Road
Yorkville, IL 60565
Work Ph: 800/777-1 841
Home Ph: 630/553-5489
Illinois Commercial Fishing Association, Inc.
Jerry Sea, Secretary
1305 Lawndale
Pekin, II 61554
Home Ph: (309)347-3221
Illinois Consumer Fishery Council
Lawrence Schweig, Jr,. President
1438 West Cortland
Chicago, II 60622
Work PH: 773/278-8990
FAX: 773/486-0777
Illinois Environmental Council
Lynn Padovan, Executive Director
319 West Cook Street
*Springfield, II 62704
ork Ph: (217)544-5954
E-mail: iec@ilenviro.org
FAX: (217)544-5958
Illinois Council of Trout Unlimited
2580 Forest View Avenue
River Grove, IL 60171
Home Ph: 708/453-8102
e-mail: jhammon@aol.com
Illinois Lake Management Association
Robert Kirschner
4516 Lakewood Road
McHenry, II 60050
Work Ph: (847) 835-6837
Home Ph: (815)385-9067
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Illinois Parks & Recreation Association
Kay Forest, Executive Director
106 North Schmale Road
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Work Ph: 630-752-0141
FAX: 630752-0193
Illinois Wildlife Federation
Jim Jarm, President
112 East Attica
Rossville, IL 60963
Work Ph: 217/748-6365
FAX: 217/748-6304
Midwest Charter Boat Association
Tina Okoniewski, President
3850 N. Troy
Chicago, II 60618
Work Ph: (773)935-4188
Home Ph: (773) 267-0349
FAX (773) 267-9033
North Shore Rod & Reel
John Fogelson, President
3039 Simpson Street
Evanston, IL 60201
PH: 847/869-7877
Northern Illinois Conservation Club V
John Stecher, President
40470 North Highway 83
Antioch, II 60002
Club Ph: 847/395-6422
Home/Office Ph: 847/395-1537
FAX: 847/395-9224
/ Illinois Steelheaders
Wayne Johnson, Vice-President
2785 Montclare Court
Aurora, IL 60504
Work Ph: 708/449-8080
Home Ph: 630/851-2008
IS Club Ph: 630/629-5681
Izaak Walton League, Illinois Division
Paul Beinlich, Department Liaison
236 Skokie Blvd.
Northbrook, II 60062
Work Ph: 847/498-0677
Home Ph: 847/498-0677
FAX: 847/498-5828
North Point Charter Boat Association
Bill Meier, President
P.O. Box 164
Winthrop Harbor, 11 60096
NPCBA Ph: 800/247-6727
Home Ph: 630/513-9726
FAX: 630/513-4702
Northern Illinois Anglers Association
J. R. Black, Executive Director
9 Northview
Kankakee, II 60901
Work Ph: (815)939-4971
Home Ph: (815)932-8341
FAX: (815)939-7598
Perch America, Inc.
Eddie Landmichl, Sr., President
Jack Vadas, Vice-President
Vet's Live Bait and Tackle
10150 South Indianapolis Blvd.
Chicago, II 60617
Home Ph: 773/734-6720
o/2,1,I/,x./4.
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Quad City Conservation Alliance, Inc.
Eric Swanson, President
2621 - 4th Avenue
Rock Island, II 61201
Work Ph: (309)788-5912
e-mail: QCCA@aol.com
Don Swensson, Projects Chairman
2621 - 4th Avenue
Rock Island, II 61201
Work Ph: (309)788-5912
Home Ph: (309)762-5417
FAX: (309)788-9619
Salmon Unlimited
Charles Ranta, President
4548 North Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, IL 60630
SU Phone: 773/736-5757
Southern Outdoor Recreation Service
Todd Gesner
17631 State Highway 37
Nhittington, iL 62897
PH: 618/629-2057
Trollers Unlimited
Emil "Hutch" Liebewein, President
12816 - 83rd Court
Palos Park, I1 60464
Home Ph: 708/448-6447 V7
FAX: 773/229-2233
LU Salmon Sport Fishing Club
John Massard, President
6N271 Rosedale
Roselle, IL 60172
Work Ph: 630/834-4337
Home Ph: 630/980-1917
FAX: 630/834-4122
Smallmouth Alliance, Illinois Chapter
Jonn Graham President
225 West 8th Street
Minonk, II 61760
Home Ph: (309)432-2356
School PH: (309)827/8091
The Carp Anglers Group
Bud Yancey
P.O. Box 69
Groveland, II 61535
Home Ph: (309)387-6040
1 .r Waukegan Charter Boat Assocation
Ross Shellenberger, President
912 Bedford Lane
Libertyville, IL 60048
Home Ph: 847/362-8952
FAX: 847/731-2209
Walleye Unlimited, USA, Inc.
Mike Orawiec
1800 Gilboa Avenue
Zion, II 60099
Pager: 800/821-0040
Home Ph: 847/872-7569
FAX: 847/937-2164
Port of Waukegan Fishing Fleet
P.O. Box 292
Addison, II 60101
Home Ph: 630/628-8589
c:\wpdoc\lab_dir\ConstitList1.25-01*sb
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John Doe
Fish the Great Lakes
5555 N. Smith
Springfield, IL 62704
To Whom It May Concern:
Hello! As you are aware, recreational, charter, and commercial fishing
opportunities comprise an important social and economic component of the Lake
Michigan shoreline in Illinois and Indiana. Thus, members of the public often
have strong interests in how Great Lakes fisheries are researched and managed by
various academic institutions and government agencies. Recognizing these
interests, the Illinois Natural History Survey, together with Illinois-Indiana Sea
Grant, has set out to develop and implement the Lake Michigan Fisheries
Outreach Enhancement Program. This program will address educational needs
and promote communication for the diverse recreational, charter, and commercial
interests in Lake Michigan and Chicago urban fisheries.
One goal of the Lake Michigan Fisheries Outreach Enhancement Program is to
identify and educate the "next generation" of leaders - those who will lead Great
Lakes fisheries organizations in the future. Ideally these people will 1) be new
leaders to their fisheries-related organizations or will become leaders within the
next few years, 2) remain informed of current fisheries issues, 3) seek a better
understanding of research and management efforts, and 4) develop effective
communication skills to promote positive interaction with Great Lakes fisheries
management agencies and institutions. Once future leaders have been identified,
each will be asked to participate in the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute
(GLFLI). The concept behind the GLFLI is to provide in-depth training of issues
surrounding Great Lakes fisheries research and management; thus, developing the
skills that will help future generations provide leadership to the region as well as
to their organization. The time commitment for participating individuals may vary
from a series of meetings of a few hours duration spread over several weeks to
weekend-long intense events. Topics of the GLFLI may include aquatic science,
607 East Peabody Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820-6970 USA
(217) 333-6880 Fax (217) 333-4949
http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu
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fisheries habitat, aquatic nuisance species, contaminant issues, fisheries
management, etc. The GLFLI will operate on a lake, state, and eventually, a
regional level.
Currently, our objective is to identify organizations that have a strong interest in
nominating an individual to attend the GLFLI. Please indicate on the enclosed
form whether your organization would like to receive further information about
this program, and return the form in the provided self-addressed envelope at your
earliest convenience. Organizations expressing interest in the GLFLI are
encouraged to move forward in identifying an individual member that they believe
possesses strong leadership qualities, a desire to learn, an open mind, the ability to
work well with others, and the potential to excel at representing the organization's
interests now and in the future. Moreover, this individual should be someone that
will remain active and involved in your organization as well as in Great Lakes
fisheries issues for years to come. Upon returning the form indicating your
organization's interest in the GLFLI, you will be sent an application form as well
as further instructions regarding any additional requirements for completion of the
application process. Please feel free to contact me at the phone number or email
listed below if you have any questions regarding the intent of this letter or the
GLFLI. I would be happy to answer any questions or perhaps schedule a visit to
one of your meetings in order to provide more detailed information regarding the
goals of the Lake Michigan Fisheries Outreach Enhancement Program.
Sincerely,
Chad R. Dolan
Fisheries Outreach Specialist
INHS/IL-IN Sea Grant
607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 557-1406
cdolan @dnrmail.state.il.us
607 East Peabody Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820-6970 USA
(217) 333-6880 Fax (217) 333-4949
http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu
Great Lakes Se Grant
Fisheries Leadership Institute
Vision
The Great Lakes Sea Grant Fisheries Leadership Institute will operate on a
regional, lake and state level to provide emerging citizen fishery leaders with
the knowledge and skills to effectively interact with Great Lakes fishery
management organizations for the benefit of the fishery and its stakeholders.
The Institute will be an ongoing certificate program whose graduates will be
widely respected and sought after as advisors on Great Lakes fishery related
issues.
Who Should Attend the Institute
1. New leaders of fisheries-related organizations.
2. Those likely to become leaders of their organizations within the next
few years.
3. Those likely to be serving as advisors to Great Lakes fishery related
institutions (e.g., Lake Committees).
What You Will Gain
1. Skills and knowledge for effective leadership on fisheries management
issues.
2. A network of experts from a variety of backgrounds to call upon to
effectively address and/or advocate regional needs.
3. The ability to influence policy decisions and legislative initiatives.
4. Explanations of the complexities of Great Lakes fishery-related institutional
arrangements, history and science to minimize your frustrations.
5. Exposure to Great Lakes issues and concerns.
6. A basic understanding of fish biology, food webs, aquatic nuisance
species, and the effects of contaminants on Great Lakes fish.
7. A thorough understanding of fish consumption advisories.
8. An awareness of the economic importance that Great Lakes fisheries have
on regional, statewide, and coastal community scales.
9. A certificate of program completion.
Participant Selection
Participants will be nominated by a steering committee which will be
composed of partner agencies (e.g., Great Lakes Fishery Commission, US
Fish and Wildlife Service, state natural resource departments) and those in
current Great Lakes fishery leadership positions.
Participants will be selected by the steering committee to represent a variety
of organization types - environmental NGOs (non-profit governmental
organizations), commercial fishermen, charter captains, tribes, sportfishing
associations, visitor bureaus, science writers, legislators, legislative aides, and
others. The variety of participants will help institute leaders to deepen their
understanding of the multiple perspectives and stakeholders involved in any
Great Lakes management decision.
.--6= f
How the Institute Was Made Possible
Funding for the Institute was provided by the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network,
the National Sea Grant College Program, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The Institute was developed with the cooperation of multiple partners. They
include the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US
Geological Survey, Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory, state
departments of natural resources and environmental protection agencies, and
other key individuals. These partners with the Great Lakes Sea Grant programs
will help plan and teach the Institute, select participants, provide written materials
and facilities, and review the course curriculum.
About the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network
The Great Lakes Sea Grant network is a network of Sea Grant colleges and
programs working in partnership with government and the private sector to meet
the changing needs of Americans living in the Great Lakes region.
For more information about the Great Lakes Sea Grant network, see the Web
site at http://www.greatlakesseagrant.org
Photos courtesy of INHS - Lake
Michigan Biological Station.
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Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute
Indication of Interest Form SeaK I NadANILLINOS-I NDIANAo
Please check one of the following statements:
_ Our organization is interested in receiving more information about the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute. Please send a nomination packet for our review.
_ Our organization is not interested in receiving more information about the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute. Please send no further correspondence.
Please complete the following section only if the first statement was checked above:
Organization
Primary Contact Person
Street Address
City State Zip Code
Phone Number Email
Please inform us of others whom you feel should receive correspondence on the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Organization
Primary Contact Person
Street Address
City State Zip Code
Phone Number Email
Organization
Primary Contact Person
Street Address
City State Zip Code
Phone Number EmailPhone Number Email
Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute
Indication of Interest Form (Press) ILLINOIS-INDIANA
Please check one of the following statements:
I am interested in receiving more information about the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership
Institute. Please send a "Press Kit" for my review.
I foresee attending for purposes of media coverage only.
I am interested in participating in the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership
Institute as well as providing media coverage.
I am not interested in receiving more information about the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership
Institute. Please send no further correspondence.
Please complete the following section only if the first statement was checked above:
Media Outlet
Primary Contact Person
Street Address
City
Phone Number
State Zip Code
Email
Please inform us of others whom you feel should receive correspondence on the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Media Outlet
Primary Contact Person
Street Address
City State Zip Code
Phone Number EmailPhone Number E ail
C
Illinois AFS Meeting, 2003
Poster Presentation
THE LAKE MICHIGAN OUTREACH ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM: PROVIDING
EMERGING CITIZEN FISHERY LEADERS WITH KNOWLEDGE OF GREAT LAKES
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Recreational fishing opportunities comprise an important social and economic component of the
Lake Michigan shoreline in Illinois and Indiana. Members of the public often have strong
interests in how Great Lakes fisheries are researched and managed by various academic
institutions and government agencies. Recognizing these interests, the Illinois Natural History
Survey, together with Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant, has set out to develop and implement the Lake
Michigan Fisheries Outreach Enhancement Program. The program will address communication
needs for the diverse recreational, charter, and commercial interests in Lake Michigan and
Chicago urban fisheries. An important objective of the program is to collect and organize
existing materials on Great Lakes fisheries habitat to use as curriculum for the Great Lakes
Fisheries Leadership Institute. The concept behind the development of the Institute is to provide
in-depth training to the next generation of leaders (those who are new leaders to their fisheries-
related organizations or those likely to become leaders of their organizations within the next few
years). The Institute will operate on a regional, lake, and state level and will be capable of
providing emerging citizen fishery leaders the knowledge and skills needed to effectively interact
with Great Lakes fisheries management organizations for the benefit of the fishery. Moreover,
the Institute intends to develop a diverse, well-informed constituency for the Great Lakes that
bases its decisions and actions on science-based information. Institute sessions are projected to
begin in early summer 2003.
Dolan*, C.R., Illinois Natural History Survey/Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant/IDNR-Technical
Support Section, One Natural Resources Way, Springfield, IL, USA 62702; 217-557-1406; FAX
217-785-2438; cdolan@dnrmail.state.il.us.
Epifanio, J.M., Illinois Natural History Survey, Center for Aquatic Ecology, 607 East Peabody
Drive, Champaign, IL, USA 61820; 217-244-5059; FAX 217-333-6294; epifanio@inhs.uiuc.edu.

Photo credit: NOAA
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Great Lakes Habitat Types
WATER
Fish need water to live (intuitive, but very important)
Fish need good water quality
-Temperature
-Warmwater fish (preferred summer temp 27-31° C)
- channel catfish, largemouth bass, bluegill
-Coolwater fish (preferred summer temp 21-25o C)
- yellow perch, walleye, northern pike
-Coldwater fish (preferred summer temp < 150 C)
- trout, salmon, whitefish, deepwater sculpin
-Dissolved oxygen (D.O.)
-Some fish are intolerant of low levels
-Coldwater holds more D.O.
-Warmwater holds less D.O.
-Pollutants
-Nutrients
-fish require a balance of nutrients (nitrogen and
phosphorous)
-can cause problems in excess or shortage
-Contaminants or toxins
-fish are intolerant of the presence of contaminants
-can accumulate, magnify, and cause harm or death
to fish as well as other aquatic life, and even
humans
-Sediment
-can cause turbid (cloudy) water
-many freshwater fish and aquatic plants are intolerant of
high turbidity
-Acidity
-many freshwater fish are intolerant of highly acidic
(pH < 7) or basic (pH > 7) environments, but rather neutral
(pH =7)
SUBSTRATE & NATURAL STRUCTURE
Silt, clay, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder, logs, tree
limbs, leaves
- Fish use as refuge, feeding grounds (different substrates often
support diverse communities of invertebrates), or spawning grounds
BIOTA
One species may serve as habitat for another
- Lake trout serve as hosts for sea lamprey
- Microscopic parasites, bacteria, and fungi colonize fish hosts
- Zebra mussels foul freshwater snails and native mussels
9tUWS# N1Ma AI IrW -
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- Zebra mussels colonies create interstitials spaces for
macroinvertebrates to colonize
- Native mussel larvae attach to fish hosts (i.e., on gills or body), rely on
fish for population replenishment, distribution, range expansion
NEARSHORE WATERS
Shallower, warmer waters, more enriched by streams and tributaries
-All Great Lakes fishes use for one or more critical life stages
-Permanent residence for some species
-Feeding or nursery grounds for offshore species
-Fish species diversity and production is higher in nearshore waters than in
offshore waters
OFFSHORE WATERS
Deeper, cooler, open waters
-Less diverse than nearshore areas
-often vertical stratification of temperature
-Great Lakes fish inhabitants include whitefish, trout, salmon, deepwater
sculpin
WETLANDS
Coastal
- Open shoreline; unrestricted bays, shallow, sloping beach;
restricted riverine, lake-connected inland; and protected barrier
beach
-Functions include flood water transport, flood storage, shoreline
protection (act as barrier) water quality improvement (remove
excess nutrients), food chain production and export, habitat for
flora and fauna
- Collect nutrients that are washed off land and into tributaries
- Support both the aquatic food web and habitat for birds,
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates (all
depend on wetlands for at least one life stage)
- Shaped by waves, wind tides, and water level fluctuation
Inland
- Fens, bogs, wet meadows, and wet forests
- Function as reservoirs for water in the Great Lakes drainage basin
- Help regulate sediment and certain pollutant loads
- Store nutrients and serve as vehicle for nutrient exchange for the
diverse species that use wetlands
- Breeding area for the basin's wetland and upland species
COASTAL SHORE SYSTEMS
Sand dunes
- Dunes along Lake Michigan shoreline are up to 300 feet in height
- Buffer coastal wetlands from waves, wind, and ice
- Rich in species diversity
- Greatly affected by natural processes such as weather, wind, erosion, and
lake level fluctuations
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Sand Beaches
- Shoals, sandbars, and sand spits
- Protect lagoons and coastal marshes from wind and wave action
LAKE PLAIN SYSTEMS (lakeplain prairies and savannas)
Occupies the area of the ancestral lakebed formed as the last glaciers
receded
-Provided a refuge during severe weather events
-Flood water retention
-Once harbored a rich diversity of plants and animals
-Found in southern Lake Michigan basin
-Only fragmented areas survive after European settlement
-No longer viable to sustain historically significant communities
INLAND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS
Includes numerous types of forests, barrens, and prairies
-Results of glaciation and climatic effects
-Oak and pine barrens found in the northern part of basin
-Support globally significant and rare ecological communities
- Rare land nails inhabit thin-layered soils and rocks
ARTIFICIAL STRUCTURES
Reefs, break walls, rip-rap shoreline, concrete piers, intake and outflow
pipes, harbors
-Fish use as refuge, feeding areas, spawning areas
TRIBUTARIES
Rivers and streams
-Fish utilize lotic areas at different times in their life cycle
-spawning
-nursery areas
-feeding
-may utilize river backwaters for overwintering
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Great Lakes Fisheries Habitat Use
COVER
Fish orient to physical structure
-rocks, gravel, sand, mud
-logs, limbs, sticks
-macrophytes, algae
-reefs, gravel bars
Fish use physical structure for many purposes
-predator avoidance
-shelter from storms
-temperature regulation
-physical structure can provide shade
-escape of high flow conditions
-ambush of prey
-egg deposition
FEEDING
Fish have preferred feeding habitats
-benthic fishes might be found over sandy,
silty, muddy areas
-macroinvertebrates inhabit softer sediments
-mussels utilize softer sediments as habitat
-planktivorous species may inhabit open water
-zooplankton and phytoplankton often found in pelagic areas
-ambush predators may be found in areas of high structural complexity
-open water predators may feed on schooling prey species
SPAWNING (reproduction)
Fish spawn in different habitats
-nearshore/littoral areas
-wetlands
-rivers and streams
-in main channel (thalweg)
-beneath undercut banks
-in riffle areas
-offshore areas
-deep reefs
Fish spawn over different substrate types
-sand
-eggs may travel with current along sandy bottom
-gravel
-deposit eggs in interstitial spaces
-eggs mimic gravel in color, size, and shape
-eggs are camouflaged
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-rocks
-deposit eggs on or under rocks
-deposit eggs in interstitial spaces
Fish spawn in different flow conditions
-high flow
-high gradient rivers and streams
-intermediate flow
-lower gradient river and streams
-low flow
-littoral areas
- backwaters
-wetlands
-harbors
Fish spawn in different temperature conditions
-cool water
-salmonids
-warm water
-largemouth bass
Fish spawn near aquatic plants or woody structure
-logs, limbs, sticks
-deposit eggs on structure
-broadcast eggs over interstitial spaces
-aquatic macrophytes
-deposit eggs
-on undersides of leaves
-within plant or algal masses
NURSERY
Fish may deposit eggs in areas that promote a high chance of survival for
offspring
-nearshore/littoral areas
-highly productive areas
-produce abundant food items
-warmer/more constant temperatures
-high structural complexity
-provides shelter
-minimizes predation of eggs, larvae, and juveniles
-food source
-these areas also produce aquatic food items lower on the
food chain
-coastal wetlands
-still water
-usually surrounded by trees and vegetation
-provides shade
-reduces impact of storm events
2 Sea kant
-high structural complexity
-provides shelter
-minimizes predation of eggs, larvae, and juveniles
-food source
-these areas also produce aquatic food items lower on the
food chain
-inland wetlands
-adults access this habitat during flood events
-high structural complexity
-provides shelter from weather
-minimizes predation of eggs, larvae, and juveniles
-logs, limbs, sticks, aquatic plants, algae
-provide structural complexity
-minimizes predation of eggs, larvae, and juveniles
-provides shelter from storm events
-source of food
-other organisms such as macroinvertebrates may be
produced on or near structure
-rocks, gravel, sand
-gravel riffle areas in high flowing streams
-sediment deposition on eggs is minimized by flowing
water
-interstitial spaces in gravel may insure the eggs remain
where deposited
-rock reefs
-provide deep interstitial spaces
-minimize predation of eggs, larvae, and juveniles
-provide shelter from weather and predation
MIGRATION
Fish use many different habitats for migratory purposes
-fish may spawn in different places than they feed or reside
-may overwinter in an area far removed from their summer residence
-use open water, channels, littoral areas, etc., as a highway to travel from
one habitat to another
OVERWINTERING/OTHER SEASONAL USES
Fish utilize different habitats seasonally
-Spring
-migration
-spawning
-feeding
-Summer
-some spawning
-nursery
-feeding
. ., ,• • , ^ • . B -
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-Fall
-feeding
-spawning
-fall spawners
-lake trout
Winter
-migration
-overwintering
-deeper open water
-maintain slightly higher temperatures than shallow
areas
-rarely ice over
-deeper backwater areas
-escape winter storm events
-areas surrounding backwaters are often
heavily wooded
-maintain slightly higher temperatures than
other areas
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Great Lakes Habitat Degradation
IMPACTS TO GREAT LAKES BASIN
Human settlement in the mid-1800s led to development of the region
-Multiple stessors developed
-Exploitation of resources
-logging
-forests were clear cut
-protective shade was removed from rivers and
streams
-sawmills left streams and embayments clogged
with sawdust
-farming
-prairies were plowed
-exposed soils washed away more readily
-valuable stream and river habitat were buried under
sediment
-fishing
-fish stocks were harvested indiscriminately
-seemingly endless abundance of fish was reduced
-whole populations of fish began to disappear
-blue pike
-lake trout
-Industry and advances in agriculture
-untreated wastes led to degradation of one water body
after another
-new chemical substances came into use
-PCBs, DDTs
-non-organic fertilizers were applied to agricultural fields
-Urbanization
-cities developed
-untreated human wastes became a problem
-bacterial contamination
-resulted in floating debris in rivers and nearshore a
areas
-waterborne diseases developed
-nutrient levels exceeded what water bodies could
handle
-Currently the ecosystem is heavily dependent on human management
-fish stocking and control of exotic species
such as the sea lamprey and zebra mussel
-efforts to improve water quality
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-major reductions were made in pollutant discharges
in the 1970s
-floating debris and oil slicks disappeared
-dissolved oxygen levels improved
-many beaches reopened due to sewage
control
-algal mats disappeared as nutrient levels
declined
IMPACTS TO WATER (INCLUDING NEARSHORE AND OFFSHORE WATERS)
Destruction of riparian areas (terrestrial plant life that borders nearshore water)
-water body is no longer shaded
-water temp increases
-aquatic plant life increases due to increased light, photosynthesis,
and primary production
-aquatic plant life dies
-D.O. is used up in decomposition of the dead organic
matter
-fish community structure/population dynamics change
-lose species intolerant to higher temperatures and low
D.O.
-more tolerant species may increase in number
Hardening and straightening of nearshore shoreline
-eliminates the migration of the nearshore with changing water
levels
-such modifications are meant to eliminate this migration
-effect is the reduction of the amount of fish habitat
available especially in high-water years
-removes the irregularities in the shoreline that cause local
variation in current
-in turn, removes local variation in substrate
-results in loss of habitat diversity in nearshore waters
Interactions of exotics with native species in nearshore and offshore habitat
-competition of natives fishes with exotics for food and habitat has
restructured the nearshore and offshore fish communities
-predation of exotics on native fishes has caused disturbances
Overexploitation of nearshore and offshore fishes
-harvesting of too many fish of a particular species has eliminated
populations from the community entirely
-caused restructuring of the fish community
Water quality degradation of nearshore and offshore waters
See Effects of Pollution on Great Lakes Habitat
IMPACTS TO SUBSTRATE AND NATURAL STRUCTURE
Dredging
-deepening areas of the Great Lakes to allow passage of ships
-done by removing sediment from lake bottoms
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-sediment was often deposited on land or used to fill in wetlands
-disturbance of terrestrial habitat or wetland habitat
-resulted in redistribution of trapped nutrients or contaminants
-changed flow regimes and water quality
-fish community structure and population dynamics changed
Shoreline development
-construction of impervious surfaces (cement)
-cement relatively impermeable and heats quickly in sun
-increased surface run-off
-warmed run-off waters
-increased temperature of shallower waters
-rivers and streams diverted
-flow regimes changed
-altered water temperatures
-rip-rap shorelines
-replaced natural vegetation
-size of interstitial spaces of artificial rock differed from natural
rock
-predators may have easier access to eggs and larvae
-fish may be unsuccessful or may not utilize artificial
habitat
-fish populations may crash
-building of harbors
-dredging of main harbor and channels
-redistribution of nutrients and pollutants
-introduction of chemicals from boat traffic
-changed flow regimes
-resulted in changes to fish communities and populations
-plowing to create agricultural fields
-sediment run-off to water bodies
-light penetration is decreased
-primary production is slowed or altered
-aquatic plant and animal life die
-sediment embeds more structurally complex substrate
(gravel, rocks)
-renders substrate habitat unusable to many fish
species
Building of canals
-built to allow passage of ships
-disturbance of bottom sediment
-redistribution of nutrients and contaminants
-creation of impervious surfaces
-decreases absorption of nutrients and chemicals
-overfertilization
-accumulation of contaminants
-also created passage for nonnatives
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-resulted in changes to fish community and populations
Building of artificial reefs
-reefs may attract or concentrate fish
-fish may be easier to catch
-low recruitment coupled with abundant harvest may cause
changes to the community or population
-may not necessarily increase production
-size of interstitial spaces may not be adequate
-predators may have easier access to prey
-reefs may not be placed in the right areas
-adaptions of fish over evolutionary time may prevent
adequate usage of reefs that were built in human time
IMPACTS TO BIOTA ENDEMIC TO THE GREAT LAKES REGION (examples)
Lake trout
Commercial fishing
-little to no regulations in 19 t h century
-abundant fish were harvested
-stocks were reduced in the Great Lakes
Sea lamprey
-entered the Great Lakes via the Welland and Erie canals
-preyed on lake trout (used them as habitat)
-reduced lake trout populations to critical levels
-natural populations were essentially eliminated from most of the
Great lakes
Current status
Lakes Ontario, Huron, Erie, and Michigan
-lake trout populations are supported by aggressive
stocking programs
-stocking programs have been relatively unsuccessful in
establishing breeding populations
Lake Superior
-lake trout populations were not as severely
impacted
-high degree of natural reproduction
-populations supplemented with some stocking
Blue pike
Commercial and recreational fishermen
-landed a billion pounds of fish between 1885 and 1962
-at times, blue pike made up half of commercial catch in Lake Erie
-population of blue pike declined
Urbanization and agriculture
-marshes and wetlands were drained
-dams were built in tributaries and rivers
-pollution and sediment in the Great Lakes increased
-clear, cool water habitat needed by blue pike deteriorated
4 Sea Irant
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Introduction of nonnatives
-sea lamprey, rainbow smelt, alewife
-competition with blue pike for food
-predation on blue pike eggs and larvae
Current Status
-population crash
-crashed in 1958
-species lingered until extinction in 1970
Lake sturgeon
Pre-1900 commerical fishermen
-pre-1850 fishermen regarded lake sturgeon as a nuisance because
of fishing gear destruction
-led to their widespread slaughter
-economic importance was recognized by the mid-to late-1800s
-harvest intensified
-1879-1900, commercial catch averaged over 1,814
metric tons
-in 1885, 4,901 metric tons were harvested
-of which 2.359 tons (5.2 million pounds)
came from Lake Erie
Post 1900 commerical fishermen
-from 1900 to the 1970s little is known about lake sturgeon
populations
-continued to decline
-by the 1900s, 80% of lake sturgeon were removed
from Lake Erie
-commerical harvest was reported until 1977 but
very low numbers after 1956
-Canadian fishing operations in Lake Erie reported
catches of 1.36 to 2.27 metric tons (3 to 5 thousand
pounds)
-much reduced from previous
century
Factors affecting lake sturgeon decline
-commerical overexploitation
-habitat loss and degradation
-damming of tributaries
-prevented access to historical spawning grounds
-destruction of spawning areas
-siltation
-via deforestation, agriculture, and dredging
-hinderance of reproductive success
-due to pollution from nutrient and contaminant
loads
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-long reproductive cycle complicates recruitment in the presence of
other problems
-takes 24-26 years (but up to 33 years)for females to
sexually mature
-takes 8-12 years (but up to 22 years) for males to
sexually mature
Current status (1987-present)
-only remnant populations remain in most Great Lakes areas
-recognized by the American Fisheries Society (AFS) as threatened
in North America
-listed as threatened, endangered, or of special concern in 19 of 20
states throughout it range
-protected in Canadian waters
-closed seasons, size limits, creel limits, and gear
restrictions
-recently, restoration efforts have increased
-lake sturgeon appear to be on the rebound
-energy flow is shifting to benthos with the addition
of nonnative mussels
-may be benefiting the benthic feeding lake
sturgeon
-natural reproduction is occurring
-still impaired relative to historical abundance
-high contaminant loads are still a problem
Ciscos
Deepwater cisco
-native to Lakes Huron and Michigan
-became extinct in the 1950s
Blackfin cisco
-native to all of the Great Lakes except Lake Erie
-disappeared in the 1960s
Longjaw cisco
-native to Lakes Erie, Huron, and Michigan
-reached extinction in the 1970s
Factors affecting extinction
-overexploitation by fishers
-pollution
-siltation
-other form of habitat degradation
-due to development
-predation and competition from nonnative species
IMPACTS TO WETLANDS
Coastal
Stressors
-nonnative species such as purple loosestrife
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-changes in sediment composition and deposition
-affected habitat types, productivity, and diversity
-shoreline modification is increasing
Fragmentation
-most coastal wetlands have been filled in over paved over
-only fragments of coastal wetlands remain
Protection or restoration
-no coordinated stewardship activities to protect or restore the
remaining fragments
Inland
Stressors
-agriculture
-industry
-urban development
Loss
-over the last two centuries wetland losses within the four states at
least partially within the Lake Michigan basin have been
disproportionately greater than in other U.S. Regions
-since the 1780s, have lost 21.9 million acres (62.9%) out of an
original 34.8 milliom wetland acres
-only 12.9 million acres remain
-represents 12.3% of the wetlands within the lower 48
states
Protection or restoration
-the Supreme Court ruled that the federal government, namely the
Army Corps of Engineers has no jurisdiction over wetlands
-the responsibility for protecting isolated wetlands is in the hands
of the states and local authorities
-Wisconsin Wetland Law
-those who have not filled or drained their wetlands must
wait for approval from the Wisconson Department of
Natural Resources
-Antrim County, Michigan, Wetland Protection Ordinance
-the county will have local control over the protection of
wetlands as a valuable resource
-gives authority over wetlands contiguous to lakes an
streams, and also, those that are not connected to a water
body
IMPACTS TO COASTAL SHORE SYSTEMS
Sand dunes
Stressors
-residential development
-mining practices
-nonative species
-Baby's breath
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-blowouts
-occur in foredune area
-vegetation is disrupted
-wind quickly erodes the sand leaving a saucer-shaped
depression
-result from human activity
Sand beaches
Stressors
-building of artificial structures
-hardening of the shoreline
Problem
-interruption of long-term sediment transport
-natural erosion and replenishment of beaches is altered
-beach closures
-due to excessive levels of pathogens
Protection or restoration
-tons of sand brought in each year to artificially replenish
beaches
IMPACTS TO LAKEPLAIN SYSTEMS
Stressors
-human development
-invasive species
Fragmentation
-only small fragments remain
-no longer viable to establish diverse plant and animal communities
Protection or restoration
-areas only remain because they are protected
-some of these areas contain or did contain federally endangered species
IMPACTS TO INLAND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS
Stressors
-tourism
-development
-deforestation
IMPACTS TO TRIBUTARIES (RIVERS AND STREAMS)
Stressors
-channelization
-dredging
-damming
-sedimentation
-bankside vegetation loss
-eutrophication
-increased Spring flooding
-toxic contamination
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Problems
-tributaries carry increased pollutant and sediment loads to lakes
-the suitability of tributaries as fish spawning habitats has been seriously
impaired
-habitat degradation has been most severe in urban areas
-pollution from agriculture, industry, and urban development has
contaminated rivers, streams, and bottom sediment
-also killed or contaminated fish and wildlife
-beneficial uses of rivers and streams have been impaired
Protection or restoration
-progress is being made in improving and protecting tributary rivers and
streams
-watershed management efforts by private organizations and remedial
actions by government agencies has resulted in improvement
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Effects of Pollution on Great Lakes Habitat
POLLUTION
Air and Water
Any chemical, biological, or physical change to air and water quality that has
harmful effects on living organisms or makes water unsuitable for desired uses
TYPES OF POLLUTION
POINT SOURCE POLLUTION
Origins can be traced back to a specific entry point such as a drainpipe
Medical, municipal, and industrial facilities
-by-products or wastes of production processes
-water from oil and gas operations
Bypasses and overflows from sewage systems
- septic system effluent
Unpermitted or illegal discharges
-dumping of paints, varnishes, and household cleaners
NON-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION
Origins are many different diffuse sources that are difficult to regulate and control
Atmospheric deposition and subsequent washoff from impervious surfaces
-sources of airborne pollutants include street dust, automobiles,
and natural sources such as pollen
-burning of fossils fuels is a major source of nitrogen
-acid rain is the most well-known atmospheric pollutant
-PCBs, phosphorous, and mercury are all transported by air
-reaches waterways such as streams, rivers, and lakes
-airborne pollutants are a more significant source of pollutants in
urban watershed due to high impervious cover (rooftops, roads,
sidewalks, and other pavement
Agricultural practices
-crop fertilizers
-insecticides or other pesticides
-sediment from eroded fields
Urbanization
Cities
-population growth
-expansion of infrastructure/impervious surfaces
Construction sites
-sediment inputs
-chemicals used in construction practices
-petroleum products
Home owners
-lawn fertilizers
-paints, varnishes, household cleaners
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Highways
-grease, oil, chemicals from automobiles
-exhaust from automobiles
-salt used to melt icy roadways
Landfills
-leaking toxins leach into groundwater
Unstable shorelines
-sediment inputs from erosion
-sediment from shoreline development
CLASSES OF POLLUTION (point and nonpoint source)
Inorganic plant nutrients
-nitrogen (N)
-essential constituent of protein, a building block of all living material
-fixation is the conversion of N2 (gaseous nitrogen) to a usable form
-mineralization or ammonification is the conversion of protein and nucleic
acids in dead plant or animal material into amino acids which are
oxidized to CO 2 (carbon dioxide), (H20) water, and NH3 (ammonia)
-nitrification is the process in which ammonia is oxidized to nitrate and
nitrite, yielding energy
-denitrification is the process in which nitrates are reduced to gasesous
nitrogen by certain organisms to obtain oxygen
-ammonia, ammonium (NH4+), nitrite (NO2-), nitrate (NO3)
-NH3 and NH4' are essential to plants, but toxic to fish
-NH3 is used in fertilizers, and surface run-off can pollute water
-NO2 is toxic, but less so than NH3 and NH4+
"NO2 readily leaches through soils, in excess cannot be taken up by
plants alone, and can pollute water
-NO3 is not toxic, but high concentrations may cause algal
blooms
-phosphorous (P)
-particulate phosphorous
-dead particulate matter and phytoplankton
-inorganic phosphates (PO4-3)
-inorganic and organic phosphorous is excreted by zooplankton which
feed on phytoplankton
-soluble colloidal phosphorous is derived from organic phosphorous
-both organic and colloidal phosphorous release phosphate to the
inorganic fraction
-inorganics are utilized by phytoplankton
-organics are utilized by bacteria which are eaten by microbial grazers
-microbial grazers excrete the phosphates they ingest
-phosphates are present in sewage effluent, and this pathway accounts for
nearly all the phosphorous that reaches river an lakes
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Inorganic chemicals
-Heavy metals
-cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, and nickel
-Radioactive isotopes
-released by industries and power plants
-Acids
-Salts
Organic Chemicals
-Oil, gas, and solvents
-decomposed over time, but decomposition rate is much longer
-Toxins or contaminants
-PCBs, chlorinated and fluorinated hydrocarbons, dioxins, furans, DDT,
mirex, dieldrin, TCDD
Oxygen demanding wastes
-organic wastes decomposed by biological or chemical processes that consume
oxygen from the water
Sediments
-increases turbidity (cloudiness of water ) decreasing photosynthesis
-fish have different tolerances for turbid water
-some tolerant
-some intolerant
-high turbidity limits light penetration, aquatic macrophytes die, decomposition
of plant matter causes declines in oxygen levels
-mortality of aquatic life (plants and animals) occurs
-absence of aquatic macrophytes decreases complexity of available fish habitat
-disturbance of aquatic sediments by dredging, shipping, and storms resuspends
pollutants and contaminants in the water column
Thermal pollution
-heat absorbed by water while cooling industrial and power generating plants
-water is withdrawn from a nearby body of surface water, passed through and
electric power plant, and the heated water is returned to the same body of water
Pathogens
-often result from untreated sewage effluent
-fecal coliform bacteria in animal and human wastes
-cause waterborne diseases
-bacterial, viral, and parasitic
-treatment of sewage effluent with chlorine has drastically reduced waterborne
diseases
OTHER CLASSES OF POLLUTION
Genetic Pollution
-disruption of an aquatic system by the deliberate or accidental introduction of
nonnative species
ECOSYSTEMS AND ORGANISMS IMPACTED
-the waterways themselves
-organisms living in and around the waterway
-humans that live in the Great Lakes basin
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EFFECTS OF POLLUTION
Eutrophication
-input of sediment, silts, and nutrients to lakes, causing enrichment or
fertilization, allowing life to grow
-the Great Lakes were mainly oligotrophic meaning they contained little plant
nutrients and were continuously cool and clear due to their immense size and
depth
-oligotrophic lakes can support high levels of animal life and receive high
amounts of nutrients, from natural sources, such as decomposing plant matter
-urbanization and agricultural has increased increased in the Great Lakes basin,
and thus, has increased the input of nutrients into the Great Lakes
Cultural eutrophication
-nutrients that enter the lake or waterway are from anthropogenic (human) sources
-input of more nutrients than the water body can handle results in over-
fertilization
-nutrient loading stimulates excessive plant growth
-plants die, decomposition decreases the amount of oxygen in the water
-kills certain species of animal life
-other pollution tolerant species such as carp grow more rapidly significantl;y
altering the balance of the lake
Dead Zones
-areas within a water body that are devoid of oxygen due to decomposition of
dead organic matter
-common in the shallow, nutrient enriched Lake Erie in the 1960s
-problems were due to chemical pollution from phosphorous in sewage,
detergent, and fertilizer
-legislation led to upgraded sewage treatments facilities and largely solved
the problem of chemical pollution
-returned to Lake Erie's central basin in the 1990s
-causes
-biological
-zebra mussels (exotic species) remove organic matter from
the lake
-expel the phosphorous their food contained into the bottom
of the lake
-algae begin to grow, and as they die, they drain oxygen
from the water
-non-point source pollution
-cities continue to grow
-more impervious surfaces that allow effluents from sewers
and lawns to reach the lake
-has lead to declines in fish populations such as yellow
perch and walleye
-climate change
-water levels have dropped 3-4 feet since 1997
-resulted in the reduction of the oxygen reservoir
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Bioaccumulation/Biomagnification
-heavy metals and organic pollutants such as pesticides may be present in low
concentration in the water
-these pollutants are absorbed by simple organisms in much higher concentrations
-fish feed on simple organisms and accumulate the pollutants
-more pollutants accumulate in the fish as it feeds on more an more simple
organisms (biomagnification)
-the fish is caught and eaten by humans
Aquatic diseases, extreme deformities, and death
-tumors and death in lake trout, herring gulls, and even humans
-cross-billed syndrome in comorrants 42% higher than natural occurrence in the
presence of elevated levels of heavy metals and organic chemicals
-terns exhibit birth defects from dioxin, PCBs, and furan at 31 times the normal
level
-tumors in large fish
-three-legged frogs
-sickness and disease in humans
-reproductive problems, cancer, neurological disorders, skin infection
caused by bacterial contamination
-those at risk are those with weakened immune systems, including
pregnant women and the elderly
-1,000 consumption advisories in the Great Lakes
Heated water (thermal pollution)
-warm water holds less oxygen than cool water (solubility of oxygen is decreased)
-warm water may increase nitrogen levels so as to seriously effect fish life
-some fish species are not very efficient at extracting oxygen from water
containing low concentrations and must move or die
-rate of respiration increases and fish consume oxygen faster
-susceptibility of fish to disease, parasites, and toxic chemicals increase
-rate of metabolic processes (chemical reactions) in fish increases
-a fishes physiology may prevent it from meeting increased demands causing
death
-enzymes may be rendered inactive
-coagulation of cell proteins
-reduction in permeability of cell membranes
-production of toxic products
-disinfection action is increased, coagulant dosages are contradictory, increase
slime and algae, taste and odor are increased
-incubation of eggs and fry at high temperatures may be altered
-may kill prey such as macroinvertebrates
-high temps often eliminate desirable species of algae and produce undesirable
species
-bacterial levels increase, problem if pathogens
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Genetic mutations
-changes in the DNA sequence of an organism
-most are harmful, some neutral, a few are beneficial
-contaminants may cause a fish to grow a small air bladder
-the fish will succumb to natural selection because it is less fit than its
counterparts
Reproductive failure/Feminization
-can alter sexual characteristics and hormonal function
-DDT was shown to the thin the shells of bird eggs
-DDT and TCDD (a dioxin) mimic estrogen and may cause feminization of sex
organs and development of male sexual characteristics
Behavioral changes
-altered feeding habits
-changes in migration patterns
-changes in habitat use
-caused potentially by damage to sensory organs (lateral line)
Reduction in genetic diversity
-cultured fish are produced from the same parental stock, thus, have like genes
-these fish reproduce with wild stock leading to reduction in genetic variation
-may cause a loss of fitness in offspring
WATER QUALITY LEGISLATION
Boundary Waters Treaty (1909)
- it provided the principles and mechanisms to help resolve disputes, and to
prevent future ones, primarily those concerning water quantity and water quality
along the boundary between Canada and the United States
-provided for the creation the International Joint Commission (IJC)
-in 1919, the IJC concluded that serious water quality problems in the Great Lakes
required a new treaty to control pollution
-in the 1940s, IJC recommended water quality objectives be established
-work of IJC led to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement in 1972
National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA; 1969)
-declared a national policy which encouraged productive and enjoyable harmony
between man and his environment
-promoted efforts which prevented or eliminated damage to the environment
and biosphere and stimulated the health and welfare of man
-enriched the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources
important to the Nation
-established a Council on Environmental Quality.
Canada Water Act (1970)
-provided the framework for cooperation with provinces and territories, in the
conservation, development, and utilization of Canada's water resources
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA, 1972)
-established pollution level controls
-mainly to reduce phosphorous levels in Lakes Ontario and Erie
-paved way for bi-national water quality research and monitoring efforts
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-agreement renewed in 1978 to reduce phosphorus levels in all of Great
Lakes
-called for elimination of all persistent organic pollutants
discharging into the Lakes
-objective was to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Great Lakes basin ecosystem
-U.S. and Canada renewed the GLWQA in 1987
-now the focus was on non-point source pollution, contaminated
sediments, and airborne pollutants
-new management approaches were established
-remedial action plans (RAPs)
-focus on 42 geographic areas of concern
-lakewide management plans (LaMPs)
-designed to improve the environmental quality of
the open waters of each of the Great Lakes with a
focus on critical pollutants
Clean Water Act (1972, 1977)
-established the basic structure for regulating discharges and pollutants into U.S.
waters
-gave the EPA authority to implement pollution control programs such as
wastewater standards for industry
-continued requirements to set water quality standards for all contaminants in
surface waters
-made it unlawful for any person to discharge any pollutant from a point source
into navigable waters without a permit
-funded the construction of sewage treatment plants
-recognized the need for planning to address nonpoint source pollution
Great Lakes Toxic Substances Control Agreement (1986)
-coordinated regional action to control toxic pollutants to the Great Lakes
Canada Environmental Protection Act (1988)
- is part of the Government of Canada's framework to protect the environment and
human health from the release of potentially toxic substances
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN CONTROLLING POLLUTION
Reduction or stoppage in the use of lawn pesticides and fertilizers
Disposal of oil, paint, varnishes at a recycle center
Control soil erosion by replacing sections (or all) of a yard with native plants
Keeping litter an leaves out of your street gutter and storm drains
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Impacts of Exotic Species on Great Lakes Habitat
EXOTICS PROVIDE SIGNALS ABOUT THE INTEGRITY OF NATURAL
SYSTEMS (BOTH TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC)
Presence suggests habitat alteration or degradation
TWO GLOBAL TRENDS THAT CONSISTENTLY AND STRONGLY ENCOURAGE
INVASIONS
Land-use changes which replace, fragment, and degrade natural systems
Urbanization and Agriculture
-natural forests are cut or burned
-meadows are plowed or paved
-wetlands drained and filled
-roads are cut through wild ecosystems
-removal of shoreline vegetation (destruction of riparian zones)
Increase in number of vectors that promote species movement
Growth in worldwide trade
-remotest regions are connected to global markets by truck, train,
ship, and airplane
-shipping canals are built that allow exotics to spread
-transport in ship ballast water leads to aquatic invasions
Pet trade and aquaculture import exotics
Deliberate stocking of non-native fishes into rivers and lakes
Fishermen dump live bait into waterways
Trailering of boats from one waterway to another
Use of exotic plants in marsh restoration projects
Nursery/Water garden industry
Live fish market
LESS CONSISTENT TRENDS THAT PROMOTE INVASION
Global temperature changes
-changes in water temperature may favor exotics over natives
-cause shifts in primary productivity that alter water quality and food webs
-extend or reduce length or timing of reproductive or growing seasons
-leads to range expansion of a species
Increase in the frequency of large scale disturbances such as fire
-open habitat niches for colonization by non-native plant life
-exotic plant life can enhance fire by altering amount, distribution, and
rate of accumulation of fuel
Rising atmospheric carbon dioxide levels
-some non-native plants have been shown to respond well to increases in
carbon dioxide levels
Heavy nitrogen deposition resulting from air pollution and fertilizer use
Potential rainfall changes
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GREAT LAKES EXOTICS AND IMPACTS ON HABITAT
Fish
Round goby (ballast water introduction)
-displaces native sculpin from interstitial habitat
-alters quality of reproductive habitat of lake trout by consuming
eggs
-alters quality of feeding habitat for native sculpins
-provides new pathway for toxins to move up food chain
(bioaccumulation; zebra mussels to gobies to smallmouth bass)
Eurasian ruffe (ballast water introduction)
-has the potential to occupy 6.6 million ha (16.3 million acres) of
Great Lakes habitat that is suitable for use by native percid fishes
Sea lamprey (gained entry through the Welland Canal which connected
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway)
-used native fish such as the lake trout as habitat
-millions of dollars are spent annually on sea lamprey control
-extermination of lake trout by sea lamprey allowed alewife to
move quickly through the Great Lakes an experience almost
unrestrained population growth
Alewife (gained entry through the Welland canal which connected
the Great Lakes to the St. Lawrence Seaway)
-predation of alewife on fish larvae has is believed to have
impacts on the quality of yellow perch spawning grounds
-massive die offs along lakeshores may contribute excess nutrient
loads to aquatic and terrestrial habitat
-competition for habitat with native prey fishes
Pacific salmon, rainbow, and brown trout (intentional introduction)
-solution to treat symptoms of altered/degraded habitat (control
alewife population)
-compete for habitat and food with native salmonids and other
fishes
-now support major element of fishery valued at more than $6
billion dollars annually
Three-spine stickleback (ballast water introduction or natural expansion
through the Hudson Bay watershed)
-impact feeding habitat of native fishes
-may compete with native sticklebacks for food
-may compete with juvenile sport fishes which feed on
zooplankton and insect larvae
Rainbow smelt (intentional introduction to MI inland water as forage for
stocked salmonids, escapee to Great Lakes)
-may impact spawning habitat of sportfish by feeding on larvae
-may impact feeding habitat by competing for zooplankton with
young sportfish such as yellow perch
-resulted in reductions of lake herring, whitefish populations
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Common Carp (intentional introduction in 19th century by U.S. Fish
Commission as a food species)
-disturb bottom habitat as they forage for food
-cause excess turbidity that can make habitat unsuitable for
primary production by many native aquatic plants
-turbidity can impact feeding habitat of sight feeders (e.g.,
largemouth and smallmouth bass) to capture prey
-can cause impacts to fish populations
-tolerates a wide range of environmental conditions (e.g., low
dissolved oxygen, high temperature, high turbidity)
-can interfere with spawning habitat of fish by uprooting and
consuming aquatic plants that species such as northern pike and
yellow perch use for nesting and egg laying
Rudd (native to Eurasia; bait bucket introduction)
-compete with native bait fishes such as the golden
shiner for food and habitat
-have been shown to hybridize with the golden shiner
-can cause damage to the native fishery
White perch (native to Atlantic coastal regions; introduced through the
Erie and Welland canals in 1950)
-prolific competitors with native fish species for food and habitat
-have the potential to cause declines of Great Lakes walleye
and white bass populations
-have been found to eat eggs of walleye and white
bass
-hybridized with native white bass in western Lake
Erie
Potential for Asian carp to invade (grass, silver, bighead, black; escapees
from aquaculture industry; sighted already in Great Lakes)
-electrical barrier constructed in the Chicago sanitary ship canal to
prevent spread from Mississippi River system to Great Lakes
-potential exists for Asian carp to alter the food web
-planktivorous silver and bighead carp may compete
with juvenile fishes or native planktivores
-black carp may disturb native mussel habitat as
well as impact populations
Invertebrates
Zebra mussels (ballast water introduction)
-can restructure zooplankton, and thus, phytoplankton communities
-can invade native mussel habitat by fouling beds
-competition for food with other mussels and fish
-led to reductions in overall fish populations
-in some instances are thought to increase habitat complexity for
macroinvertebrates by increasing surface area/interstitial spaces
for colonization
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-improve water clarity, but are a sink for contaminants
(creates the potential for bioaccumulation)
-clear water does not necessarily mean good habitat
-millions of dollars spent annually by municipalities and industries
to control zebra mussels which foul intake pipes
Spiny water flea (ballast water introduction)
-occupying habitat of native zooplankton
-competition for prey (phytoplankton)
-may lead to restructuring of zooplankton community
Plants
Purple loosestrife
-replacing cattails in our wetlands
-make wetlands less suitable for wildlife populations
-causes reduction in native fauna
Eurasian water milfoil
-can make habitat less suitable for invertebrates and fish
populations
-out competes native macrophytes for space (habitat)
-causes reductions in natives invertebrate and fish populations
Introduced species of algae
-have caused water quality problems
-decomposition of decaying algae can lead to problems with
dissolved oxygen, which in turn, can impact fish populations
Pathogens/Disease/Parasites
-Renibacterium salmoninarum (bacteria)
-leads to bacterial kidney disease (BKD)
-causes lesions in kidney, affects organs, body cavity fills
with fluid
-severe cases are fatal
-attributed with massive mortalities of salmon in Lake
Michigan in recent years
-Aeromonas salmonicida (bacteria)
-leads to furunculosis
-causes boils or furuncles on the skin of salmonids
-severe cases are fatal
-Myxosoma cerebralis (bacteria)
-leads to salmon whirling disease
-attacks cartilage causing inflammation of damaged areas
-places pressure on nervous system causing fish to whirl
when startled
-severly infected fish may be vulnerable to predation or
may die because of inefficient feeding
-Glugea hertwigi (protozoan)
-leads to microsporiasis
-causes cysts on internal organs
-severe cases are fatal
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-caused massive die-offs of rainbow smelt in Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario in the 1960s and 1970s
MANAGEMENT OF EXOTICS
Chemical control
-lampricides
-target larval stage of the sea lamprey
-herbicides
-used to control/eliminate Eurasian water milfoil
Biological control
-introduction of a predator species
-Pacific salmon stocked to control alewife
-pacific salmon are non-native species
-Galerucella beetles (Galerucella pusilla; Galerucella
calmariensis), root weevils (Hylobius spp.), and flower-feeding
weevils (Nanophyes spp.)
-introduced to control purple loosestrife
-beetles and weevils are non-native species of
European origin
-highly host-specific
-native milfoil weevil Euhrychiopsis lecontei used to
control Eurasian water milfoil
-prefers Eurasian over the native northern water
milfoil
Mechanical control
-Electrical barrier
-installed in Chicago Sanitary Ship Canal
-may slow or prevent spread of the round goby to the MS River
System
-may keep Asian carp from entering the Great Lakes
-Cutters and harvesters
-used to control Eurasian water milfoil
Environmental law
-ships are required to exchange ballast water before entering St. Lawrence
Seaway
-difficult to enforce
-regulations/restrictions (i.e., in Illinois as well as other Great Lakes
states) governing what species aquaculture facilities may use-certain
species are banned for use as bait and in trade (pet stores, nurseries)
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Effects of Water Level Fluctuations on Fish Habitat
WATER LEVEL
Fluctuations are a normal occurrence
-have occurred in the Great Lakes since they were formed
-result of natural factors and human activities
-over 100 years of records indicate no predictable long term hydrologic
cycle
Contribute to natural erosion and deposition
-such a process maintains different shoreline types
Determinants of water level
-storage capacity
-outflow characterisitics of the outlet channels
-operating procedures of regulatory structures
-the amount of water supply received by each lake
Primary natural factors affecting lake levels
-precipitation on lakes
-run-off from the drainage basin
-evaporation from the lake surface
-inflow from upstream lakes
-outflow from downstream lakes
Primary man-made factors affecting lake levels
-diversions into or out the basin
-consumption of the water
-dredging of outlet channels
-the regulation of outflows
Impacts to fish habitat
Low water
-nearshore areas (littoral zone) may dry out
-fish cannot lay eggs, feed, or seek protection from
predators in these areas
-other fish food organisms will be affected
-nearshore areas may retain too little water
-fish may spawn unsuccessfully
-fish may seek out other areas to spawn
-may be less suitable for nursery and recruitment
High water
-during high water periods, nearshore areas are eroded through
wind, wave , and ice energy
-higher gradient areas such as rock and sand bluffs are eroded and
provide sediment that will eventually settle into natural
depositional areas such as beaches and wetlands
-low gradients areas such as coastal wetlands, rock, or sand
beaches are natural buffers of erosion, dissipating wind, wave, and
ice energy
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-armoring shorelines prevents erosion and may starve depositional
areas that require sediments to be maintained
PREVENTING HARMFUL IMPACTS TO FISH AND FISH HABITAT
Get advice before altering habitat
-seek advice from agencies regarding agencies regarding whether a
nearshore area is considered fish habitat
Do your homework
-be aware of long-term history of water levels
Avoid dredging or blasting to gain boat access
-will disturb fish habitat
-often dredge areas will quickly fill with sediment through wind
and wave energy when water levels rise
Use alternatives to gain water access
-add temporary floating sections of dock when water levels are
high
-remove floating sections of dock when water levels are low
Preserve wetlands
-fish depend on coastal wetlands to complete their spawning,
nursery, juvenile, or adult stages of their life cycles
-during long-term periods of high water wetlands are eroded or
reduced in size, limiting habitat
-during long-term periods of low water, wetlands flourish and
increase in size
-destroying wetlands at any time is detrimental to fish
-reduces the ability of fish to exist during high water
periods
Do not remove rocks or woody material
-rocks, stumps, logs, and other woody cover provide habitat and
protect areas from erosion
-should not be removed from areas that are dry, but normally under
water
-temporary removal of woody debris should be stockpiled and
replaced in the area it came from or an adjacent area of equal ofr
greater depth
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Effects of Stocking on Great Lakes Fisheries and Fish Habitat
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Conservation propagation and stocking
-goal is to maintain a fish population's natural gene bank until self
perpetuation can be established
-examples include attempts to recover extirpated grayling,
deepwater coregonids, or locally extirpated lake trout would typify
conservation aquaculture and stocking
-attempted within a species native range while threats to viability and
persistence of that species are addressed
-threats are addressed through rehabilitation of habitat or
of the native ecosystem
-sometimes attempted in captivity or outside the population's range
-not effective
-fails to address problems with habitat or with the native
ecosystem
Supplementation propagation and stocking
-is intended to augment harvestable populations that remain naturally
despite harvest
-assumption is that is that the surplus supply of fish populations as
harvestable commodities (fishery recruitment) can be expanded
or enhanced sufficiently such that harvest pressures have an
insignificant impact on the future stock size-recruitment
relationship
-examples are the former commercial harvest of propagated
lake trout and the present recreational exploitation of
propagated walleye
Mitigation propagation and stocking
-pursued as an approach to compensate for reduced or lost natural
production associated with lost, modified, or degraded habitats or other
functional elements of the ecosystem
-might be used in a situation where a resource is affected by a
project
-building of a dam on a river
-fish are stocked to reconnect part of a species life-history
cycle
-unfortunately, the term mitigation is often broadly or vaguely
applied to various management actions when they compensate for
lost or altered elements of the ecosystem by employing non-
native or non-equivalent components of the original ecosystem
Introduction propagation and stocking
-focuses on the intentional introduction of propogated non-native fish
species or populations to a watershed
-carp for food-fish production, mosquito fish for biological control,
and rainbow trout for recreational interests
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-typically involve rearing individuals of exogeneous origin that are often
promoted for their beneficial outcomes from a local economic
perspective
-particularly in reservoirs and other altered ecosystems where
indigenous communities have been greatly modified or have
become extinct
-the most notable examples of intentional introductions in the
Great Lakes basin include coho, chinook, and steelhead intended
to create a novel sport-fishing opportunities
-subtly defined introductions include the introduction of Atlantic
salmon in the upper Great Lakes
-once only native to Lake Ontario
Put-and-take propagation and stocking
-the goal is short-term and total harvest of planted fish
-plantings often consists of only catchable-sized fish
-the concept has extended to fish that grow in place to harvestable size
(put-grow-take)
-in the Great Lakes, most examples of put-and-take propagation and
stocking focus on various trout species
-both native and non-native
-states such as Michigan have abandoned the practice of stocking
catchable-sized trout
-opting to take advantage of natural productivity by
stocking fingerling in more of a put-grow-take model
Commodity aquaculture
-closed-loop rearing systems in which all production is intended for
complete capture followed by marketing or perpetuation of brood stocks
-there is no stocking associated with propagation
-generally a private enterprise rather than a public action
-in the Great Lakes, much of commodity aquaculture is confined to land-
based trout production
-there continues to be a growing interest in the private sector to
develop an open-water-based netpen industry for economically
important species
Experimental and educational propagation and stocking
-focuses on the assembly and dissemination of information about fish
biology and management
-production of fishes for release is a secondary outcome
-experimental stockings are undertaken for the purposes of
uncovering basic information
-example is a study by Marsden et al. (1989) that examined
the contribution of several lake trout strains to successful
spawning on a reef in Lake Ontario
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-propagation at public aquaria typify educational propagation
-displays of live propagated fish and information provide
fundamental education to the public about fish biology and, in
some cases, the need for conservation
Risks and hazards of stocking
-concerns with conservation propagation and stocking
-inbreeding problems
-outbreeding depression
-genetic extinctions
-concerns with supplementation propagation and stocking
-degree of assimiliation of propagated releases into the natural population
-genetic differences between the natural and supplementation populations
-degree of genetic substructure within the natural population
-concerns with mitigation propagation and stocking
-same as those of supplementation propagation and stocking
-concerns with introduction propagation and stocking
-temporary economic benefits have been by followed by longer lasting and
often unanticipated negative effects on native populations
-introduced populations that become established in some habitat either
displace, diminish, or hybridize native populations
-often introduction of non-natives includes introductions of new pathogens
-native fish often lack resistance to exotic pathogens carried by
introduced fish
-sometimes the consequences are disastrous
-concerns with put and take propagation
-for native Great Lakes species such as brook trout
-outbreeding depression
-for non-native species
-risks are the same as those for introduction and propagation
stocking
-hybridization with native fish
-outbreeding depression
-concerns with commodity aquaculture
-failures to contain propagated fish
-often result of storm and predator damage
-lead to inadvertent or accidental releases
-swamping, hybridization, competition, and displacement
of indigenous populations may occur
-example is Florida which boasts a large culture industry
associated with the sales of ornamental and tropical fishes
-many non-natives and transplanted fishes have
become established in the state via escapement
from the aquaria trade
-extent and exact risks are dependent on whether
production lines are native or non-native populations
-concerns with experimental and educational propagation and stocking
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-any of the risks outlined in the preceding stocking models
-namely disease transfers, interbreeding with, or displacements of
native fish
-in the case of private aquaria, rather than using euthanasia to
eliminate unwanted or surplus production, fish are released into
the wild, often with unintended or unmonitored consequences
Habitat restoration as an alternative to stocking
-stocking may only treat symptoms of a larger problem
-fix may be temporary and not long-term
-over-exploitation
-may need to relieve fishing pressure
-stocking may provide fish, but the problem becomes
circular because disturbed habitat is only capable of
allowing a certain level of production
-alteration, degradation, destruction of habitat
-may want to gear management towards restoration of
habitat
-restoring habitat may help a species achieve
higher levels of production and success naturally
-if habitat cannot be restored, maybe stocking is a better
alternative
-combination of over harvest and degraded habitat
-may need both to relieve fishing pressure and restore
habitat
-a population may be more productive given
restored habitat, and thus, may be able to withstand the
current level of harvest
-fishing pressure may still be to high despite the increased
production that results from restoration of habitat
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AGENDA FOR THE GLFLI PLANNING MEETING
MONDAY, MAY 12, 2003, 10 A.M.-NOON
IDNR-LMP OFFICE, DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
- INHS/IL-IN Sea Grant progress to date
- Presentation of completed products
* Poster
* Habitat module
- Review by May 30, 2003
* Others
- Date, time, and location of the State Meeting of the GLFLI
- Review "working" agenda
* Presenters
- Contacted
- Confirmed
* Discussion
- Additions
- Deletions
- Other suggestions
- Limitations
- Food and equipment arrangements
- Future directions
- Potential to meet again
* First week of July?
* Phone calls/email
- Lake-Wide Meeting of the GLFLI
SIllinlois
DeputmaeLof
Natural
Resources
ILLINOIS
NATURAL
HISTORY
SURVEY ILLINOIS-INDIANA
ILLINOIS-INDIANA STATE MEETING OF THE GREAT LAKES
SEA GRANT FISHERIES LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (DRAFT)
DATE: Friday, July 11, 2003, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
AGENDA:
8:00 a.m. - 8:20 a.m.
8:20 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
8:45 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Registration, snacks, coffee
Welcome
Goals/Purpose (i.e., what we hope to achieve)
Mission of Sea Grant and partners
Presenter(s): Brian Miller or Dick Warner, IISG
Ecology of dunes
Presenter(s): National Park Service staff
Topic to be determined
Presenter(s): USGS Aquatic Ecology staff
History of Great Lakes fisheries
Presenter(s): Gavin Christie, GLFC
State management frameworks
Presenter(s): Tom Trudeau, IL-DNR
Brian Breidert, IN-DNR
Recreational, commercial, charter perspectives
Presenter(s): Mike Ryan, Recreational fisherman
Burt Atkinson, Commercial fisherman
Mike Schoonveld, Charter fisherman
BREAK (snacks, coffee)
State breakouts
* State issues
* Community objectives
* Who's who in resource use
* How to get things done effectively
Discussion leaders: IL - Chad Dolan, INHS/IISG
John Epifanio, INHS
IN - Trent Sutton, Purdue U.
John Dettmers, INHS
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ILLINOIS-INDIANA STATE
SEA GRANT FISHERIES
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
3:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
4:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
MEETING OF THE GREAT LAKES
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (DRAFT)
LUNCH
The role of, and working with, the Outdoor Press
Presenter(s): Dale Bowman, Chicago Sun Times
State breakouts
a Role of research and management efforts
Discussion leaders: IL - Chad Dolan, INHS/IISG
John Epifanio, INHS
IN - Trent Sutton, Purdue U.
John Dettmers, INHS
* A fisherman's perspective on the Lake
Michigan perch fishery (10 minutes per state)
Presenter(s): Ed Landmichl, Sr., Perch America?
BREAK (snacks, coffee)
Stocking - risks and potentialities
Presenter(s): John Epifanio, INHS
Exotics
Presenter(s): Pat Charlebois, INHS, IISG
Kristin TePas, INHS/IISG
Electrical barrier
Presenter(s): Traci Barkley, INHS/U of I
The future (i.e., next steps)
Presenter(s): Chad Dolan, INHS/IISG
John Epifanio, INHS
Presentation of certificates
Group picture of instructors and participants
ILLINOIS-INDIANA
ILLINOIS-INDIANA MEETING OF THE GREAT LAKES SEA
GRANT FISHERIES LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
DATE: Friday, July 11, 2003, 8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
AGENDA:
8:00 a.m.- 8:15 a.m.
8:15 a.m.- 8:50 a.m.
8:50 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
REGISTRATION (snacks and coffee; 15 min.)
Welcome, Goals/Objectives of the GLFLI and
Today's Meeting (35 min.)
Rochelle Sturtevant, GLFLI Coordinator
John Epifanio, INHS
History of the Great Lakes Fisheries Community
(55 min.)
Gavin Christie, GLFC
* Past to present
* Issues (contaminants, exotics, stocking)
* Agencies, committees, programs
BREAK (snacks and coffee; 15 min.)
Current Fisheries Management Framework
(30 min.)
Tom Trudeau, IL-DNR
* Lake Committees/Technical
Committees/Task Groups
* Consensus
* Issues (stocking, yellow perch)
* Red flags
* Citizen involvement (role of citizen
advisors)
* Role of research
Fisheries Management Tools (30 min.)
Brian Breidert, IN-DNR
* Stocking
* Regulations
* Habitat manipulation
* Allocation/Access conflicts
ILLINS-INDIANAt
ILLINOIS-INDIANA
ILLINOIS-INDIANA MEETING OF THE GREAT LAKES SEA
GRANT FISHERIES LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
AGENDA (ctd.):
11:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m. - 1:00p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
1:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. - ?
ILLINOIS-INDIANA
The Role of, and Working with, the Outdoor
Press (45 min.)
Dale Bowman, Chicago Sun Times; Chauncey
Niziol, Freelance Writer; Mike Schoonveld,
Michigan Outdoor News
* Individual perspectives (perception of
role, story development; 5 min. each)
* Panel discussion (15 min.)
LUNCH (60 min.)
* Group picture
Revisit Morning Topics, Certificates (15 min.)
John Epifanio, INHS
Fishermen Perspectives (45 min.)
Mike Ryan, recreational fishery; Mike
Schoonveld, charter fishery; Burt Atkinson,
commercial fishery
* Individual perspectives (10 min. each)
* Panel discussion (15 min.)
Discussion Session (90 min.)
Group
Discussion leader: Dale Burkett, GLFC
* What issues are important?
* Who's involved in GL fisheries?
* Involvement in leadership programs
Next Steps (15 min.)
Chad Dolan, INHS/IISG
Discussion Session (optional)
Group
Discussion leader: Dale Burkett, GLFC
* Further discussion of important issues
ADJOURN
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Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute Meeting Attendees
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
Porter, Indiana
July 11, 2003
Mike Schoonveld
Brother Nature Enterprises/Michigan Outdoor News
6312W 100N
Morocco, IN 47963
219-285-2123
bnature@netnitco.net
Ron Wilson
Calumet Harbor Sport Fishermen/Salmon Unlimited of Indiana
10923 Mackinaw
Chicago, IL 60617
773-721-8270
Mike Ratter
Calumet Harbor Sport Fishermen/Salmon Unlimited of Indiana
1554 Shirley Drive
Calumet City, IL 60409
708-862-0348
Howard "Ski" Petroski
Lake County Fish and Game/Salmon Unlimited of Indiana
1020 Glenwood
Griffith, IN 46319
219-972-0174
Tony Arvay
Lake County Fish and Game
108 Shore Drive
Portage, IN 46368
219-762-1642
cmtonan@aol.com
Eddie Landmichl
Perch America, Inc.
10150 Indianapolis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
773-734-6720 (Jack Vadas)
Ed O'Gara
Recreational Angler
5228 S. Albany Avenue
Chicago, IL 60632
773-434-8638
Burt Atkinson
Atkinson's Fisheries (Commercial Fishing)
12643 W. Glen Flora
Waukegan, IL 60085
847-244-5957
Chuck Roberts
Illinois Council of Trout Unlimited/Friends of the Fox River
305 E. Main Street
Yorkville, IL 60560
630-553-1912
flyfisher@lightfirst.com
Walter J. Bock
Illinois Council of Trout Unlimited
8950 Sycamore Drive
Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708-598-6718
wjbockl @comcast.net
Ed Michael
Illinois Council of Trout Unlimited
223 Barberry Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-4159
elmichael@cs.com
Dave Dyer
Creekside Outfitters
2128 Dogwood Lane
Chesterton, IN 46304
219-926-1113
amerfish @netnitco.net
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Michael J. Ryan
Northwest Indiana Steelheaders, Inc.
228 S. 10th Street
Chesterton, IN 46304
219-926-7958
skamania@niaa.net
Bruce Caruso
Perch America, Inc./Illinois Smallmouth Alliance
8560 Forest Avenue
Munster, IN 46321
219-836-1764
komattz@yahoo.com
Janet Ryan
Northwest Indiana Steelheaders, Inc./Indiana Wildlife Federation
228 S. 10th Street
Chesterton, IN 46304
219-926-7938
jryan20567@aol.com
Jack Hires
Northwest Indiana Steelheaders, Inc.
1806 Clover Lane
Valparaiso, IN 46385
Jack.Hires @valpo.edu
219-462-3105
Jim McClellan
Salmon Unlimited of Illinois
5253 W. Cullom
Chicago, IL 60641
773-545-1122
colt45yehaw @aol.com
Tom Trudeau
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
9511 Harrison Street
Des Plaines, IL 60016
847-294-4134
TTRUDEAU@dnrmail.state.il.us
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Rochelle Sturtevant
GLERL - GLSGN
2205 Commonwealth Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 49259
734-741-2287
rochelle.sturtevant@noaa.gov
Gavin Christie
Great Lakes Fishery Commission
2100 Commonwealth Blvd., Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
734-662-3209 x22
gavin@glfc.org
Dale Burkett
Great Lakes Fishery Commission
2100 Commonwealth Blvd., Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
734-662-3209 x20
dburkett@glfc.org
Stu Shipman
IN-DNR/IN-DFW
5570 N. Hatchery Road
Columbia City, IN 46725
260-691-3181
sshipman @ dnr.state.in.us
Brian Breidert
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
100 W. Water Street
Michigan City, IN 46360
219-874-6824
lkmichigan@dnr.state.in.us
Dale Bowman
Chicago Sun Times
P.O. Box 306
St. Anne, IL 60964
815-422-6012
outdoorb@aol.com
Marshall Jacobsen
St. Joe River Valley Fly Fishers
2812 Jamestown Court South
Mishawaka, IN 46545
574-256-9476
Joe Mitchell
St. Joe River Valley Fly Fishers
54459 Whispering Oak Drive
Mishawaka, IN 46544
574-255-0317
joe@rivertenders.com
Joel Brammeier
Lake Michigan Federation
220 S. State Street, Suite 1900
Chicago, IL 60604
312-939-0838 x4
jbrammeier@lakemichigan.org
John Epifanio
Illinois Natural History Survey
607 E. Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
217-244-5059
epifanio@inhs.uiuc.edu
Chad Dolan
Illinois Natural History Survey/Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant
607 E. Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
217-557-1406
CDOLAN@dnrmail.state.il.us
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We Are Here To:
* Figure out a way to identify the next generation of
lead rs who will work with management
authorities, politicians and others to address the
issu s mentioned above and a wide variety of
othe s, both presently pressing and those that
will rise
* Ponder how to transfer the knowledge and
expe lrience of our "elder statesmen" to our next
generation of leaders
* Brairstorm what our next generation of leaders
will reed to know and how to inform them
We Aren't Here To:
* Tackle the invasive species issue
* Resolve fishery resource allocation
issues
* Debate the wisdom or effectiveness
of pIresent or past fishery regulations
* Decide how to do something about
lake water levels
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What I Brought To This Room:
* Highly developed leadership development
skills
* The ability to rapidly and efficiently drain
your brains and get your contributions
recorded
* Thelresponsibility to make sure that when
you leave today, you know that your trip
her was worthwhile and that you
con ributed
' '------------
Issue:
Great Lakes fishery leadership is
graying and there is concern that the
impo tance of fishery issues will fade
in the mix of other socioeconomic
issues unless the next generation of
leaders is identified, supported and
encouraged to become effective
participants.
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Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute (GLFLI)
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
July 11, 2003
Evaluation Form
Having completed the first Illinois-Indiana Meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute, please answer the following questions:
How would you rate the meeting?
How would you rate the quality of the speakers?
What was the quality of the meeting room?
What was the quality of the amenities
(materials, binders, food, etc.)?
Did the subject material covered in the meeting
meet your expectations?
Would you be interested in attending GLFLI
meetings in the future?
If not, why?
Would you recommend attending GLFLI meetings
to other members of your organization?
Poor
1 2
12345
12345
12345
Below
1
Yes
Yes
If not, why?
What subject areas would you like to see addressed at GLFLI meetings in the future?
Please tell us how we might improve GLFLI meetings in the future.
Please write any other advice you might offer on the back of this page.
Return this form in the enclosed self-addressed envelope.
Great takes Sea Grant
Fishorles latlership slsMtat
Excellent
3 4 5
Exceeded
2 3 4 5
No
No
G
Water Zones
* Shallower, warmer waters
* Fish diversity and
production is greater than in
offshore waters
* All Great Lakes fishes use
for one or more critical life
stages
* Deeper, cooler waters
* Often vertical
stratification of temp
* Inhabitants include
salmon, whitefish,
deepwater sculpin
P CaZE(Ar LAKr S FiS&E2iES
LGADEp$uiP? itiSTirurE
Great Lakes Fisheries Habitat
C.R. Dolan and J.M. Epifanio
,lu+ eMm m4•+Photo Crdit NOAA
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Water
Fish need:
* Water to live
* Good water quality
* Tolerances
Temp Pollutants
Dissolved 02
Substrate & Natural Structure
* Silt, sand,
gravel
* Gravel, cobble,
boulder
* Logs, limbs,
leaves
r~1
.... . • W int"
ines
Artificial Structures
* Artificial Reefs
* Rip-Rap Shorel
* Concrete Piers
* Break Walls
* Harbors
* Intake and Outflow
Pipes
r~i
Inland Terrestrial Systems
* Forests, barrens, and
prairies
* Support rare ecological
communities
* Terrestrial animals
depend on aquatic
animals for food
* Terrestrials systems
provide nutrients
to aquatic systems
2
Wetlands
Coastal
* Protect shoreline
* Remove excess nutrients
* Support aquatic food web
Inland
* Reservoirs for Great Lakes basin water
* Regulate sediment and pollutant loads
* Vehicle for nutrient exchange
Biota
* Lake trout - sea lamprey
* Fish-bacteria- fungi * Native mussels - zeebs
Streams & Tributaries
* Great Lakes fish
utilize these
areas at different
times in their life
cycle
* Impacts to
tributaries affect
main lakes
Lake Plain Systems
* Found in
Southern Lake
Michigan basin
* Only
fragmented
areas survive
after European
settlement
* Main function is flood water retention
3a
N~if~raut
l11
I Cover I
* Fish orient to
physical structure
* Rocks, gravel, sand
aquatic plants, reefs,
logs
* Uses of cover
* Predator avoidance
* Shelter from storms
* Temp regulation
* Escaping high flow
* Ambush of prey
* Egg deposition
Feeding
* Fish have preferred
feeding habitats
* Benthic fishes may feed
over sandy, silty, muddy
areas
* Planktlvorous fishes mav
feed in open water
* Ambush predators may be
found in areas of high
structural complexity
* Open water predators may
feed on schooling prey
species rF
... .- . I j j II
awning
* Fish spawn:
* In different habitats
* Over different substrate
types
* In different flow conditions
* In different temp conditions
* Near aquatic plants or
woody structure
FH
w
Nursery
* Fish deposit eggs in areas
that increase survival
* Nearshore/littoral areas
* Coastal wetlands
* Inland wetlands
* Rocks, gravel, sand, logs,
limbs
* Interstitial spaces
* Such areas often provide
abundant food resources
and cover
Migration 
__
* Fish use many different
habitats for migratory
purposes
* Fish spawn in different places
than where they reside
* Overwinter in areas far
removed from summer
residence
* Use open water, channels,
littoral areas as a highway to
move from one habitat to
another
5^1
I I
Migration
op g
Seasonal Uses/Overwintering
Fish utilize different
habitats seasonally
* Migration
* Spawning
* Feeding
* Over-wintering
* Deep water
* Windbreaks
* Areas with temps just
above freezing
-y
e~
What does this shape represent? Impacts on Great Lakes Basin
r~i
Photo Credit GES. GLFC YMDLO. HF
* Forests were clear
cut
* Protective shade was
removed from
streams and river
* Sawmills left streams
and embayments
clogged with sawdust
Urbanization
Cities developed
Untreated human
wastes became a
problem
* Bacterial contamination
* Floating debris in rivers
and nearshore areas
* Waterborne diseases
developed
* Nutrient levels exceeded
what water bodies could
handle
cefE~u
xf- ^ PNAfrt6 Photo 1Crdt OrnwN
M
SLoaaina IF WA-- I-
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:ishing
* Fish stocks were
harvested
indiscriminately
" The seemingly endless
supply of fish was
reduced
* Whole populations of
fish began to disappear
* Blue pike
* Lake trout
5
I Industry I
* Untreated industrial
wastes lead to
degradation of one
water body after
another
* New chemical
substances came into
use
* PCBs, DDTs 7
Agriculture I
S* Prairies were plowed
* Exposed soils
washed away more
readily
* Valuable stream and
river habitat were
buried under sediment
* Non-organic fertilizer
run-off from agriculture
fields led to over-
fertilization of water
bodies r
Fisheries Management
* Currently the
ecosystem is heavily
dependent on fisheries
management
* Fish stocking
* Control of exotic
species
* Sea lamprey, zebra
mussel
* Efforts to improve
water quality i
Impacts to Water
* Destruction of riparian areas
* Water temp Increases
* Hardening & straightening
of shoreline
* Loss of habitat diversity
* Interaction of exotics & nativ
* Competition and predation
* Overexploitation of fishes
* Elimination of populations
* Water quality degradation
* Fish health has declined
Impacts to Lake Trout
* Commercial over-fishing
* Reduced stocks in the
Great Lakes
* Sea Lamprey
* Further reduced
populations to a critical
level
* Current status
* Supported by aggressive
stocking programs in all
the Great Lakes w/ the
exception of Lake
Superior
_________________?V 4
I
-Jv gel II lu [ Jo[#I sclaAW JII isw
6Impacts to Blue Pike
* Commercial & Recreational
Fishermen
* Population declined due to
over-harvest
* Urbanization & Agriculture
* Pollution and sediment levels
in the Great Lakes Increased
* Introduction of Non-natives
* Competition & predation
* Current Status
* Reached extinction in 1970
Impacts to Lake Sturgeon
* Pre-1900
* Fishermen regarded as a
nuisance due to gear destruction
* Widespread slaughter
* Post-1900
* Populations continued to decline
* 80% were removed from Lake Erie
* Factors affecting decline
* Overexploitation, habitat loss and
degradation, dams, hindrance of
reproductive success
* Current status
* Only remnant populations exist
Impacts to Wetlands
* Non-native species
* Purple loosestrife
* Fragmentation & Loss
* A riculture
* Industry
* Urban development
* Shoreline Modification
Impacts to Coastal Shores
* Residential
development
" Non-native
species
* Baby's breath
* Blowouts
" Hardening of
shoreline p~1Lr~i
Impacts to Lakeplain Systems
" Human Development
* Fragmentation
* Invasive Species
* No longer viable to
establish diverse
plant and animal
communities
Impacts to Terrestrial Systems
* Tourism
* Development
* Deforestation
Impacts to Tributaries
* Channelization
* Dredging
* Dams
* Sedimentation
* Bankside vegetation
loss
" Flooding
* Toxic contamination
Pollution
Any chemical,
biological, or
physical change to
air and water quality
that has harmful
effects on living
organisms or makes
water unsuitable for
desired uses.
Point Source Pollution
* Origin
traced
specif
point ,
drainp
Non-point Source Pollution
* Origins are
many
different
sources that
are difficult
to regulate
and control
Classes of Pollution
* Inorganic plant nutriei
* Nitrogen & Phosphoroi
* Inorganic Chemicals
* Heavy metals
* Organic chemicals
* Oil, gas, solvents
* Oxygen demanding
wastes
* Decomposition
4 M =wn Ra
Classes of Pollution
8
* Sediments
* Turbidity
" Thermal pollution
* Heated water
* Pathogens
* Fecal coliform bacteria
" Genetic Pollution
* Disruption of an aquatic
system by the deliberate o
accidental introduction of
nonnative species
Effects of Pollution
* Eutrophication
* Dead Zones
* Bioaccumulation/Bio-
magnification
* Heated water
* Genetic mutations
* Reproductive
failure/feminization
* Behavioral changes
* Reduction in genetic
diversity (genetic
pollution)
Exotics Provide Signals
* Presence
suggests
habitat
alteration or
degradation
Trends Which Promote Invasions
Land-use changes
PtotoCeM: INN.NOAA
Increase in number of vectors that
promote species movement
itJo 4 R!
1 3
5o i
Alewife
* Gained entry
through the
Welland Canal
* Predation on
yellow perch
larvae
* Massive die-
offs may
contribute to
excess nutrient
loads
* Competition
for habitat with
native prey species
Round Goby
* Ballast water
introduction
* Displaces native
sculpin from
interstitial habitat
" Consumes lake
trout eggs
* Pathway for toxins
to move up food
chain
rrwQrm LM .PM614% nomAm Lm I ý- I
Sea Lamprey
* Gained entry
through the
Welland Canal
* Used native fish
such as lake
trout as habitat
* Decimated lake
trout populations
r~w''~I
Pacific Salmon
* Intentional introduction
* Solution for controlling
alewife population
. Compete for native
fishes for food
* Support major element
of recreational fishery
Zebra Mussels
* Ballast water
introduction
* Restructuring of
phytoplankton &
zooplankton
communities
* Fouling of native
mussels
" Competition for foo
with native fishes
Purple Loosestrife
" Introduced by
horticulture industry
* Replacing cattails in
wetlands
" M~lia k tl dri lac
suitable for wildlife
populations
* Causes reduction in
native fauna
9
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Mechanical Control of Exotics
* Electrical barriers to
prevent fish passage
* Traps, barriers to
capture or prevent
migration of
sea lamprey
* Cutters and
harvesters to control
Eurasian water
milfoil
Impacts to Aquatic Systems
* Lengthening
warming seasons
will reduce
seasonal mixing
of lake waters
* Water in
tributaries will
warm
* Fish species may
disappear
10
Chemical Control of Exotics
I,''
Biological Control of Exotics
* Introduction of a
predator species
* Pacific salmon to
control alewife
* Galerucella beetle
to control purple
loosestrife
* Sterilization of
male sea lamprey
Effects of Climate Change
These potentials exist:
" Temps may warm
" Less lake-effect snow
* Decreases in annual
snowfall
* More summer precipitation
* Stream flows will be affecte(
* Patterns and intensity of
weather may change
weather may change Il~,l
I
,<oW - ..-
I
Water Level Fluctuations
Man-made factors
Diversions into or out of the basin
Consumption of the water
Dredging of outlet channels
Regulation of outflows4 -Ir~i
Impacts to Fish Habitat
* Low water
* Nearshore areas may dry out
* Fish cannot spawn
- Nearshore areas may retain too
little water
- Fish may spawn unsuccessfully
- May not be suitable for nursery
* High water
* Nearshore areas are eroded
* Rock & sand provide sediment to
beaches
* Coastal wetlands buffer high water
a A.rm... wgu4 A rwIa ... .... .... Im,
* Armored shorelines
pre
and starve depositional areas
Stocking vs. Habitat Restoration
* Stocking may only treat
symptoms of a larger problem
(degraded habitat)
* Stocking may be only a
temporary fix
* Degraded habitat may need to
be restored
* Restoring habitat may help a
species achieve higher levels
of production & success
naturally
Illinois-Indiana Meeting qoe
Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute
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" Normal Occurrence
* Due to natural
factors and human
activities
Natural Factors
Precipitation
Run-off from drainage basin
Evaporation
Inflow/Outflow from tributaries
.Ckw
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Poster Presentation
THE GREAT LAKES FISHERIES LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE: PROVIDING
STAKEHOLDERS WITH KNOWLEDGE TO EFFECTIVELY INTERACT WITH FISHERIES
MANAGERS
Recreational fishing opportunities comprise an important social and economic component of
Great Lakes shoreline communities. Stakeholders have strong interests in how Great Lakes
fisheries are researched and managed by various agencies, but often lack information to promote
effective communication and decision-making. Recognizing these concerns, the Great Lakes Sea
Grant Network, the National Sea Grant College Program, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and the U.S. Departments of Commerce have partnered to fund and develop the
Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute. The Institute will address communication needs for
the diverse recreational, charter, and commercial interests in Great Lakes fisheries, and is
intended to provide in-depth training to the next generation of leaders (new leaders to their
fisheries-related organizations or those likely to become leaders within the next few years). The
Institute will operate on a regional, lake, and state level and will provide emerging citizen fishery
leaders the knowledge and skills needed to effectively interact with Great Lakes fisheries
managers for the benefit of the fishery. Moreover, the Institute intends to develop a diverse,
well-informed constituency for the Great Lakes that bases its decisions and actions on science-
based information. Institute sessions began in early summer 2003.
Dolan*, C.R., Illinois Natural History Survey/Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant/IDNR-Technical
Support Section, One Natural Resources Way, Springfield, IL, USA 62702; 217-557-1406; FAX
217-785-2438; cdolan@dnrmail.state.il.us
Epifanio, J.M., Illinois Natural History Survey, Center for Aquatic Ecology, 607 East Peabody
Drive, Champaign, IL, USA 61820; 217-244-5059; FAX 217-333-6294; epifanio@inhs.uiuc.edu
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Lake Michigan Meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries
Leadership Institute
UW-Manitowoc, Manitowoc, Wisconsin
October 3-4, 2003
Straw Man Schedule for Lake Michigan Segment of the GLFLI
Potential Dates: Fr-Su 26-28 September, Fr-Su 3-5 October 2003
Recommended place: Manitowoc, WI - possibly on ferry.
Friday Evening
7-9 PM Welcoming Social (Snacks and Beverages Provided???)
Saturday
Time Event Person
7:30-8:30 Registration & Continental Breakfast MI, IL-IN, WI Sea Grant Staff
8:30 Welcome - Institute Objectives ??? some dignitary from WI???
E.g., Mike Staggs, WI DNR???
8:45 Modules/Interactive Sessions
8:45 1) Basic Aquatic Ecology: Lake
Michigan as part of a basin-wide
ecosystem
9:15 2) LM Fish Identification Exercises
9:30 3) Fisheries Management Institutions & Panel of state, fed, tribes,
Relationships GLFC??
10:15 Break
11:15 4) Habitat: what is it, where is it, why we Chad Dolan, INHS
need it
12:00 5) ANS Risks to Aquatic Communities
12:15 Lunch w/ Speaker??? E.g. can science Chuck Krueger, GLFC
alone solve our problems???
1:30 Facilitated Discussions (breakout groups???)
a) Current Controversies
b) Enlivening Public Participation
c) Fish Contaminants: assessing risks,
etc.
3:00 Break
3:30 Reports from concurrent discussions &
general group discussion
5:00 Break for Dinner
7:00 - 9:00 Social
Sunday Morning
8:00 - Noon Cool tour or other activity
6) The role of research Fred Binkowski's Crew, Trent
Sutton, Purdue U. ???
Revised Schedule for Lake Michigan Segment of the GLFLI
Fr-Sa 3-4 October 2003
University of Wisconsin, Manitowoc, WI.
Friday Evening -- Cafeteria, UW-Manitowoc
6:30 - 8:30 PM Welcoming Social (Snacks and Beverages Provided)
Dinner on own. Explore Manitowoc nightlife.
Saturday -- County Board Room, UW-Manitowoc
Time Event Person
7:30-8:30 Registration & Continental Breakfast MI, IL-IN, WI GLFLI
Coordinators
8:30-9:00 Welcome to Wisconsin, Institute
Objectives, & Goals of Lake Michigan
Module
9:00 Modules/Interactive Sessions
9:00 1) Lake Michigan Fishery Resources Chuck Pistis
9:30-10:15 2) LM Fish Community Objective Mark Holey, USFWS
10:15 Break
10:30-11:15 3) Lake Michigan Fishery Management Bill Horns, WDNR
11:15-Noon 4) Fishery Habitat: what is it, where is it, Chad Dolan, INHS/IDNR
why we need it
Noon-1:00 Box Lunch Provided
1:00-1:45 5) ANS Risks to Aquatic Communities
1:45-2:30 6) Yellow Perch Research John Janssen, UWM
2:30-2:45 Break - Group Picture
2:45-4:45 Facilitated Discussions - Enlivening MI, IL-IN, WI GLFLI
_____Effective Stakeholder Participation Coordinators
a) Public participation in the states
b) Coordination among states,
stakeholders
4:45 Wrap-up: What's next, where do we go MI, IL-IN, WI GLFLI
from here? Coordinators
5:00 Adjourn
6:00 - ? Informal dinner & discussions for
"holdover" participants
List of Attendees
Lake Michigan Meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries Leadership Institute
Manitowoc, Wisconsin
October 3-4, 2003
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John Epifanio
Chad Dolan
Phil Moy
Mark R Maricque
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Frank France
John Janssen
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Rick Balabon
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Randy Junk
Todd Pollesch
Bill Horns
Ed Michael
John Karl
Lee Haasch
George Berghorn
Jason Dinsmore
Jesse Gabbard
Dan Eichinger
Chuck Pistis
Steve Mellstead
Mark Holey
Brandon Schroeder
IL
IL
WI
WI
IN
IL
WI
MI
MI
MI
IN
IN
WI
WI
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WI
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WI
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MI
MI
MI
MI
MI
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william.horns@dnr.state.wi.us
elmichael@cs.com
jkarl @aqua.wisc.edu
haaschsvcs@itol.com
berghorn @msu.edu
idinsmore@ mucc.org
igabbard@mucc.org
deichinger@mucc.org
pistis@msue.msu.edu
steven@nbe-inc.com
mark holey@fws.gov
schroe45@msu.edu
NAME STATE
Increasing Effective Public
Stakeholder Involvement
We aren't here to:
" Tackle the invasive species issue
* Resolve resource allocation issues
* Decide the desired composition of LM
aquatic community
" Debate the wisdom of "past" regulations
* Decide what to do about water levels
We aren't here to:
* Solve global warming
* Solve world overpopulation crises
We are here to:
* Provide the current and next generation of
citizen fishery leaders the tools to be
effective participants in resource decisions
* Capture and communicate the knowledge of
our "elder" statesmen/women to up &
comers
* Deliberate a coordinated approach to public
fishery resources
What you brought with you today:
* Passion for fish/fishing
* Love of Lake Michigan
* Energy
* Experience
* Knowledge
* Hope
* Frustration
* Questions
* Answers
What we brought today:
* Respect for your collective experiences
" Big ears for listening; fast fingers for typing
* Commitment to record accurately and
distribute your ideas
2Rules of the Road
* Focus and participate
* Respect a recognized speaker
* Plan your comments... say it 1x - we will
record it
* Be tough on issues, not on each other
The Issue
* Lake Michigan Fishery Management is the
purview of the FWS, state DNRs, GLFC,
and the tribes.
* How do we increase public stakeholder
involvement?
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